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A practical guide to evil tvtropes

After Go To Switch to DesktopMobile Version, TVTropes is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. Permissions beyond the scope of this license may be available from thestaff@tvtropes.org. This is a web series, based on the idea that the brave protagonist, instead of trying to overthrow the evil empire, decides to join in
and reform from within. The book is a one-man operation, published on WordPress at the rate of one chapter a week, and it's certainly rough around the edges (fairly high rate of typos, occasionally iffy scene)...... and it's still one of the best books I've read this year. The writing is clear, fluent and descriptive. You always know what's happening in This is a web series, based on the
idea that the brave protagonist, instead of trying to overthrow the evil empire, decides to join in and reform from within. The book is a one-man operation, published on WordPress at the rate of one chapter a week, and it's certainly rough around the edges (fairly high rate of typos, occasionally iffy scene)...... and it's still one of the best books I've read this year. The writing is clear,
fluent and descriptive. You always know what happens, how, and where, even during the most chaotic fighting scenes (this is surprisingly hard to do, actually, judging by how many authors fumble). The characters hew to classic archetypes, but they are sympathetic and they undermine their roles every so time. The setting also seems pretty generic on the surface, but as the series
goes you see that there is a lot of thought in it to make everything work. And the author, ErraticErrata, is an absolute *master* of character-driven humor. Let me put it this way. This book has an undeed suicide goat named after a protagonist's ex. And it makes perfect sense in the context of the story. (Edit: On a subtler note, I'll also say that this series is an excellent example of
how well-developed 'diverse' fiction do. While the 'good guy' kingdom is a generic European medieval country, the Evil Empire is heavily based on Africa, with the two main cultures being based on Saharan nomads and sub-Saharan kingdoms such as those of Mali. And of course, it's in the Evil Empire that we spend most of our time, so this is all very well developed. Gender
politics is also well treated.) Eventually, a bit rough around the edges but huge fun. And hey, it's free. ... more open / close all folders Named Characters Villains Main Characters (The Woe) The protagonist of A Practical Guide to Evil. Born in the years after the Praesi conquest of Callow and raised in the Imperial House for Tragically Orphaned Girls, Catherine was an excellent
example of exactly what those were designed gas in the crib. Stubborn, driven and precociously smart and charismatic, Catherine had all the signs of a hero in the making. Black Knight, however, worked a longer game, and when they one another fateful night he offers her the name of The Squire, and the power to make the changes she seeks from the institutions of the realm.
Catherine accepts that in one fell swoop she will become one of the most powerful agents of the Empire. Catherine's first aspect was Learn, after her confrontation with Heiress on the Blessed Island she got a second aspect: Struggle. During the Battle of Marchford its third aspect, Seek was damaged by the demon and had to be permanently removed by Masego. After the events
of the Battle of Liesse, in which her name was stripped of her and she had to reclaim it from Chider, she lost all her aspects while also regaining the empty slot that had been lost to the demon. The first new aspect she got was Take. The second aspect is Break and the third is Fall After the second Battle of Liesse Catherine loses her connection to the name of Squire, retaining
only a shadow of her previous aspects and her Mantle as the new Queen of Winter. She is now known under the title (not Name) of 'The Black Queen'. Then during her journey into the Everdark in an attempt to recruit the Drow as a force she found herself locked in battle with a few budding goddesses and despairing about how no one is willing to cooperate gives her Mantel as
the queen of winter to them and after they interrogate her and find her where to be in her motives to raise her from the dead and make her the main prstees of their religion. Action Girl: This. Catherine has been named for two years and she already has two hero kills to her name, a third was done on her order and she won every fight she was involved in. She's a walking ball from
death to everything she fights, from other Named to devils to demons. And she's just getting started. Action Survivor: During the Summerholm arch. Then she develops her combat skills and gets used to her Name skills, so she's more of a simple badass A God I Am Not: She's shocked and immediately denies it when The Dead King lists her as a fellow immortal, stating that all the
villains are ''technically'' immortal though, and even he can still be killed. Anti-Villain: Somewhere between well-intentioned and in-name-only. She becomes more ruthless as time goes on, but she still clearly avoids reprehensible practices such as human sacrifice, torture etc and does her best to preserve innocent life. Her rascality is almost entirely a factor of being aligned with the
Evil side. However, this changes as she becomes more willing to sacrifice the innocent by the thousands just to maintain her power. Asskicking equals Authority: Zig-zagged. When she is first granted command of Rat Company it is in recognition of her achievement in taking command of the company and leading it to victory against real Opportunities. To earn the command of the
Legion, Catherine then must come out victorious in a five-way melee commander of her own company, but she undermines this trope when she wins by a deal with its most competent competitor instead of carrying the fight through to the bitter end. As soon as the Fifteenth Legion enters the field, this is reversed: Although she is technically in charge, her physical strength as The
Squire forces her to focus on frontline combat, and she delegates most tactical planning to Juniper, while still clearly in charge. Badass Creed: Justifications are only important for the righteous. Badass Bragging Rights: She gets a pair. I don't win fights because I'm the Squire - I win them because I'm Catherine Foundling. Watch them wave. Look where it takes them. Whether it's
gods or kings or all armies in creation. Black Comedy: Catherine has a distinctly dark sense of humor. Mind you, a cynical take on life with bonus Gallows Humor are par for the course with a job in the armed forces from everywhere. Broken pedestal: Goes so far as to insert black into the intestine and banish him from Callow because of his manipulations. Brought Down to Badass:
Repeatedly. Covered in burns by Hell-Fire and a cut from an absurdly sharp knife? Use your Necromatic skills on yourself. Has your name been ripped from your soul? Deliver a No-Holds-Barred Beatdown on the person who isn't struggling to deal with the Super Senses they just stole. Book Four takes this to eleven. She willingly feeds her status as a physical God to Sve Noc.
Shocked by this, Sve Noc saves her life and makes Catherine her first priestess, and allies with Callow. Brutal honesty: Cat tends to tell it to you in a way that is both blunt and straight. Why lie when the truth can get the job done? Came Back Wrong: She had part of her soul amputated due to demonic corruption, was killed by The Lone Swordsman (with the head of her corpse cut
off), and was turned into a Humanoid Abomination and had her literal heart ripped by the Winter King. Several characters wonder how much of the original Catherine is actually left. Cool Horse: Later in the story, her mount is an undecided murderous Pegasus whom she killed and resuscitated herself. Daddy's Girl/ Daddy's Little Villain: Technically, she and Black are not related at
all. But, just try to tell all his friends that, as most of them spend (or, in Catherine's and Black's opinion, waste) time twitting both about how equal in attitude and humor they are. To mannerisms. The rest of the Calamities have a point, though - what their victims say. Deadpan Snarker: She has to be one to keep up with her officers. Defining: Woe betide enemies who think that
because she bleeds out, she should be out for the count. It gets to the point where The Lone Swordsman repeatedly tries to warn others of what he has discovered about her the hard way. Did You Just Flip Off Cthulhu?: Did bit of a habit to do this, and has done it to angels, The Dead King, and Sve Noc. Don't Make Me Destroy You: Her pleas for compromise with the First Prince
and the Grey Pilgrim are both rejected. Unfortunately, this was her attempt at seaching for an excuse not not pursue her third option: an invitation to Keter by the King of the Dead himself. The Dreaded: It takes some time, but Catherine eventually earns her reputation as heir to the most successful tyrant on Calernia. By the time the Tenth Crusade rolls around, the Proceran
commanders are clearly terrified of her. Extra-dimensional Shortcut: After becoming the new queen of winter, she and her powers can use it to dramatically, if unpredictable, shorten the time it takes to march somewhere without risk of being attacked en route. Fisher Queen: After becoming the Queen in Callow, Grey Pilgrim claims this as the reason why negotiating is not an
option. According to him, the people of Callow who live under the rule of a villain will be influenced in evil itself, regardless of its intentions. Front Line General: The strength of Catherine's name means she is often needed on the front lines, but she usually prefers to stay out of the fight as long as possible, only directly involved in the fight at the most decisive point in any particular
involvement. Over time, she stops embracing this trope so wholeheartedly, as her new powers and roles require her to be more of The Chessmaster. Godzilla Threshold: The Power of Winter. After the Arcadia arch, Catherine is the only one titled noble in the fae Winter Court. Pulling on her strength in a controlled manner is easy enough, but as she breaks the bonds that connect
her soul with this raw power, watch out. Good smoking, evil smoking: uses a tarragon pipe to smoke medicinal herbs. Hero Killer: She cripples the hunter in the second Summerholm bow, then proceeds to order the death of the exiled prince and then kills The Page in a battle at The Battle of Three Hills. However, her credentials may not be completely safe until she kills The Lone
Swordsman in Liesse. By the beginning of Book 4, she has killed at least half a dozen heroic raids in Callow, cementing her place like this. Heroes prefer redheads: cuddly redhead mages to be exact. High Priestess: Gets this position to Sve Noc. Honesty is the best policy: When caught with her hand in the cookie jar, she tends to head for sheer audacity (and, at the very least,
~50+% truth, maybe ~25% twisty omission and maybe 10-25% outright fib... give or take over) completely weaseling out of it. She possesses both her mistakes and her strengths, thanks - including accepting the price of not being great enough to get out unscathed. And, she gets herself dinged; just, not as bad as you'd expect given the situations. This is mainly due to dodging
the worst due to usually going for this trope and combing with Crazy Awesome. Humanoid horror: After breaking Masego's shackles that in check kept Catherine coming fully into her powers as the Queen of Winter Fae. As a result, she is now less a person than a person-shaped magical construction who can bend, exploit or flat-out ignore normal Creational Laws. Child with the
leash: While not helpless in her own right, she becomes this for the Wild Hunt after claiming the Cloak of Winter, and Akua after tying her Soul Jar to her mantle. Being a High Priest for Sve Noc also counts, because they (usually) listen to her advice, even though they are not under her control. Lame Pun Reaction: She absolutely hates puns and isn't happy that they recruited a lot
of people who love them. The leader: She's usually a mix of The Charismatic and The Headstrong, but she's known to draw some clever plans and manipulations into the mastermind's mold as well. Morality Chain: Is a strange version of this for Sve Noc. To a large extent they keep her so they can socialize with someone who is not their enemy or raised to worship them. This is so
they don't get too loose from mortals and lose their Saviness genre, as old gods as they often do. Pragmatic Villain: She still has L-plates on, but is well on her way to get her driver's license. Refusal of call: When the Hashmallim try to turn her into the heroic queen of Callow in Liesse, she flatly refuses and calls them out for being hypocrites. Take a third option: At the end of Book
Four, she is stuck in the middle of a thrown battle between Akua and Sve Noc over the dignity of her soul. Mortally wounded, missing much of her soul, and just coming out of a Villainous BSoD, she interrupts. Catherine freely offers her unconditional surrender to Sve Noc, and humbly begs for help for her people of the new deity. Sve Noc decides to spare not only her, but allies
with her against the Dead King, technically fulfilling Catherine's obligations to the Dwarves, and getting the army she went there to gather in the first place. Then leave me angry: She tries to play nicely and restrain victims during the first push of the tenth crusade in Callow. She rejected a plan that would have paralyzed Procer in the first few months of the crusade, as well as the
use of large rituals in the hope that cordial peace talks would be possible. The House of Light immediately declares its East arch chain. She then decides to include The Dead King on his offer of negotiations. Underestimating Badassery: People keep thinking they're a minor threat and paying a hard price for it. Even angels. Villains never lie: They certainly prefer to use the truth,
but isn't going to chain themselves to practice. She tells the unvarnished truth most of the time – especially when she knows that her opponent is resistant to the idea that simple truth is even a thing. However, it makes her lies harder to capture or refute when she deploys them. Later, its fae aspect makes any promise relatively binding. She can still be very specific with the
wording though. Villain With everything she's done up to this point for her own selfish gain, as well as which way she's technically on, she definitely fits this. With Great Power comes great madness: After getting the mantle of winter, it's power makes her more more Evil the longer she uses it in a fight. When this is devoured by Sve Noc at the end of Book Four, Cat enters an on-
and-off Villainous BSoD out of disgust at her actions. The aide (Hakram of the Howling Wolves)Catherine's sergeant in the academy wargames, Hakram quickly proves himself indispensable with his quiet competence and eerie encyclopedic knowledge of the social dynamics of academy students. After taking command of the Fifteenth Legion, Catherine Hakram calls her aide,
who unexpectedly develops into a new Name, the first to appear in generations among the orcs. Adjutant has three aspects: Stand, Find and Rampage. Affably Evil: Hakram is very suave and refined in a smooth jovial way. And, not just in a case of before an orc: for pretty much everyone. Still has the whole will easily kill you air, though. Badass Bureaucrat: He wasn't what anyone
would call bad at juggling the admin before he got his name, but after that? Yikes: turbo charged! Also Orc - pity anyone who tries to mess with his archiving system ... Battle Butler: From a clear Batman race (no, not Batman - give Pickler ideas). He has a higher status than you'd expect, but he basically functions like this in his role as Deputy to Catherine. Broken Ace: At first
glance hakram is virtually the ideal Orc man - physically imposing, adept at violence, stoic and sexually successful. He doesn't admit to anyone except Catherine that he doesn't like that role - he doesn't feel the bloodlust that normally defines his people and essentially went through the motions until he ran Catherine. Cultured Warrior: Has a love for Kharsum poetry, and
occasionally recites poems when fighting a particularly difficult opponent. Deadpan Snarker: Yup. Tusks help tremendously with your deadpan delivery, apparently. Desperate for a purpose in life: As Hakram tells, this was where he was at the time he met Catherine. He had gone through life on the back of another's expectations and his own ability without ever finding something he
cared enough to fight for. It was only when Catherine showed him how truly messed up the imperial system was and that it was possible to change it that he really dedicated himself to something for the first time in his life. The meeting with Catherine has come under fire from him. So much so, he not only pulled off a major injury for her, but struggled a new, and appropriate, Name
from the ungrateful cosmos. The Lancer and/or The Dragon: Catherine's all-purpose right-hand man. His burgeoning Name seems to have been built as a supporting role for the Squire. The reliable: Seems to have as big a role in running the fifteenth as Catherine herself sometimes, and she has repeatedly commented that she was lucky to be out majorly when she first got him as
We see in the additional chapters that he did not top cleaning up mess before she ever came to her attention, including his own attempted murder. Red Baron: nicknamed Hakram Deadhand after losing a hand to the Lone Swordsman at Summerholm and soon proved the nickname right by strangling an enemy priest to death in the Battle of Three Hills. The Apprentice (Masego)
The adopted son of The OphantWarlock who joins the Fifteenth Legion after a fight with them in Summerholm. A very gifted magician who is largely apathetic about all non-magical things. He quickly proves that he is indispensable. His aspects are Glimpse, and Deconstruct. His aspects as The Onhant are Witness, Ruin and Wrest. Asexuality: From the I have many more
interesting things to do brand of not-get-the-fuss. He is very understanding of others with it as an important part of their lives, however (helping his love-bird fathers). Ambiguous disorder: Masego is prone to brutal honesty, he is very competent within his limited area of interest and disinterested in most things not related to it and he compulsively corrects, argues or clarifies small
details. Catherine theorizes that some of his personality quirks may be the consequences of his name, but chapter that showed him before he came into his name had him act in much the same way. Badass Bookworm: Masego had reportedly never been in actual fight before he met Catherine. Despite this he sweeps the floor with virtually every magician he encounters. This was,
perhaps, only to be expected when he was up against The Bumbling Conjurer, but he also sends Heiress running and going some rounds against a Demon of Corruption. De-Power: Book 5 has him losing his magic after being possessed by the Dead King. The Evil Genius: After joining the Fifteenth, he becomes their expert on all things supernatural. He provides most information
about their opposition through a combination of background knowledge and divination magic. For Science!: Well, for empirical thaumatic studies, at least. Poke at Creation to see how it ticks! Yay! Freudian Excuse: He wants to dissect creation to see how it works. The reason? He grew up in a pocket dimension and saw his world end at a fairly young age. Friendless Background:
Alluded to. It also hinted that both his fathers have tried several times to socialize him in different ways with others around his own age, only to not stick to it until relatively recently. Glass Eye: Gets a pair of glass eyes during the Arcadia arch, made from his magic glasses after being inflated in his original eyes due to seeing the sun of summer up close. He can see with them at
least as well as he could with his original eyes, even by the blindfold he wears over them. Goggles Do Something Unusual: His glasses let him capture images and easily see spells, among other things. Grammar Nazi: He is with the exact thing when he talks. Catherine has theorized that it is a weakness driven by his Name and he is literally unable to let go of inaccuracy. Happily
adopted: At one point, Warlock bumped into a promising, very small boy with a tendency to learn magic. And And prompt started one we can hire and train him - oh, go on, you know you could do a much better job as a real dad to your apprentice than your master did with the whole master-student thing! Campaign. It worked (ulterior motives or not): Pupil would have it no different.
Has two daddies: one of them is an Incubus, the other is a scary-as-hell Warlock. They're both daddy wolves he loves dearly. Not distracted by the Sexy: Heiress makes a brief attempt to show some leg in the hope of bringing him to her side. He responds by deadpanning about vivisecting her. He seems at least a little attracted to The Archer, however - or flummoxed: either or
both. And, Malicia can crack his chronic disinterest a bit, too (but, she does that to everyone). Odd Friendship: He, Cat and Hakram rub along surprisingly well, given their different differences. It seems to surprise him a little bit, too. In Book 3, he is also the first of the Wee to befriend Archer. Person of mass destruction: wherever Masego goes, the fifteenth enemies die. Romantic
Asexual: Ends in relationship with Archer, but not many details are given about it. The Smart Guy/Evil Genius: Like his father, Masego is very clearly the researcher and resident genius of Misery. The Archer (Indrani)One of Ranger's henchmen, a young woman sent to retrieve The Hunter after the Empire agrees to bring him back to Refuge. Through Book 3, she has decided to
join Catherine's cause and has been bound as one of The Misery. One of her aspects is See, which allows her to see at incredible distances. Distant Big Sister: Seems her relationship with Hunter, roughly. Emergency gutted Declaration of Love: Averted. In Book 5, she casually states that The Power of Love should help a plan because she is in love with Masego. Everything that
moves / The Hedonist: Indrani will hit on just about anyone. When questioned she points out that Named tends to get more of everything, power and danger, meaning she's probably not destined for old age and should enjoy life while she can. Arrogant Kung-Fu Guy: Her version of saying 'hello' is delivering a casual beat-down to aide, apprentice, and Squire, while the latter is
unifying a battle with devils. The Big Guy/The Brute: It's not immediately clear, but Archer fills this role within the Wee as the most skilled fighter of the crew. After all, she was trained by Ranger. Boisterous Bruiser: Female version, an arrogant, hard-drinking badass who fights and takes passes on people left and right. Boom, Headshot!: As one would expect for someone named
Archer. Book 5 has her on the receiving end of a courtesy of a Dead King possessed Masego. Bow and Sword, in Accord: More of a long knife than a sword really (Legolas style), but still the basic concept. Changed my mind, Kid: At the last minute she and Hunter showed up to help fight the Demon. Deadpan Snarker: OK, Tinkles really deserves it, let's face it. The poor, stupid
fool. First name basis: First name: tells Catherine to call her by her first name (Indrani) at the end of book 3, as a sign of loyalty. Friends with benefits: with Catherine in book 4. Strange friendship: with Masego. Maybe he'll go into a Chasity Couple. I know he's not interested in bedplay, Cat, snored Indrani. Come on. The last time he saw me shirtless, he asked if I needed a cure.
The Thief (Vivienne Dartwick)A hero of Callowan origin who joins the Lone Swordsman's party for the rebellion in Callow. Although she is perhaps the most effective member of the swordsman party (besides William himself) we know relatively little about her. She has an independent streak, tending to leave the party and operate solo for long stretches. This has also continued in
its role under the Woe. Ascended Extra: She is a supporting character in the main plot of Book 2, with slightly more interest in William's Interludes. In Book 3 she steps up to take on Cat directly and joins her growing Five-Man Band. Brought Down to Badass: She starts to fear that she will lose her name if her driving motivations change. This leads to some positive Character
Development where she lets go of the anger that caused them to start stealing in the first place. This leads to her becoming the politician and diplomat of De Wee. She's capable enough to be heir to the Crown. The Chick/The Dark Chick: The Most Idealistic and Least Evil of Misery, although in practice she works more like a Sixth Ranger. Combat Pragmatist: The Thief tends to
avoid direct conflicts, preferring to strike by surprise. In a stand-up fight, she is unable to defeat Hakram even before he gets his name. Hidden depths: Quickly works out that the Wandering Bard isn't as spoonful as it looks - and, it starts secretly sidling away from ground zero without drawing attention to it, then warning William he should think about getting dodging. Impossible
thief: She manages to steal a fleet of river galleys, somehow cramming them all into a bag of holding, then using them to form a makeshift barricade at the battle of Liesse. One-ups herself as she steals the sun from the princess of high noon Karmic Thief: Apparently, the underground stealing community of Callow follows this general principle, with scams that rely on the brand's
own greed being preferred, and scams that are not explicitly banned from being used on innocent Callowan citizens. Praesi are fair targets for everything, of course. King of Thieves: Become the king of the Callowan steal underground. Kleptomaniac Hero: Does not hesitate to steal from her teammates. Morality Chain: Catherine trusts Thief with different code phrases that can be
used to control, contain, or To kill her because she believes Thief has the sturdiest moral compass of Misery, and has a real worldly purpose that would lead to her directly against measures that are too bad. My Country, Right or Wrong: Thief is ultimately loyal to Callow Callow This is why she joins the Misery, because she realizes that Catherine really has the best for the country.
Shut Up, Hannibal!: Akua delivers a Breaking Speech on how Catherine's ambition would eventually drive her to become a new empress in an attempt to fix the world. Thief immediately retorts that Akua has gotten obsessed with justifying her defeat by convincing herself that Catherine was a worthy opponent who will succeed where she won't. Taken to Elf when she calls Akua
out for intentionally losing arguments like this to become personable to The Misery. Token Good Teammate: Van de Wee. Adjutant has undying loyalty to Cat, not certain ideals. Maeago is a Mad Scientist with a total lack of empathy towards anyone who is not a close friend or family member. Archer is an unapologetic Hedonist and Thrill Seeker. Cat has similar goals for rescuing
Callow, but mentions several times that Vivienne is just a better person than her. Unexpected successor: Catherine declares her heir to the Crown of Callow. Utility Party Member: She is very useful for stealth, as a spy-mistress, and removing enemy supplies and trumps from the equation, but, to her frustration, is a very bad fighter for a Named. The Calamities The Black Knight
(Amadeus)The Empress Malicia's right-hand man and de facto ruler of the Kingdom of Callow since the Conquest.The son of a small freeholder in the Empire's Green Stretch (and one of the lightly skinned Duni minority), Black spent decades rising to the pinnacle of the imperial hierarchy along with his allies, the Five Disasters and the Emin Malipression I (formerly an imperial
concubine called Alaya). After leading Malicia's troops to victory in a brutal civil war, Black reorganized the imperial legions of terror into a highly competent professional army loyal to him, a weapon he then used to annex the Kingdom of Callow. The past twenty years have been spent consolidating these gains: Stomping on a hero who raises their heads in Callow while managing
the kingdom well enough to prevent widespread insurgent sentiment from spreading among the masses. As the story begins his efforts begin to fail as the narrative arc of the universe turns against the upstart empire. Heroes pop up like crazy, two or three a year at a pace that only increases and will soon overtake the calamities' ability to suppress. Meanwhile the Deadly Decadent
Court in Praes gets more mutiny by the day and the Principate of Procer is gathering his powers looking to finally drive the Praesi back to the wasteland. But Black has a plan. A plan to change the rules of storytelling roll back. What he needs is an anti-hero, a Callowan with a Praesi name who can change the story of Callow forever and bind the two nations together. Enter
Catherine Foundling.Black's aspects are Lead, Conquer and Destroy. Affably Evil: Like all calamities, he is a reasonably pleasant guy to Around. But... there's a clear limit: show you Stupid Evil, Bond Villain Stupidity or especially blatantly Stupid Good from near him, and he'll soon show you how little he appreciates it. Graphically and geographically, if necessary. Ambiguous
disorder: Even before he became the Squire (and then the Black Knight), his analytical, abstract and antisocial approach to Evil was very different from the norm. He's actually worried that he'll go too far over the edge with it in time, as Black Knights have a habit of going too far into deep end of madness. Black Comedy: His sense of humor is both dark and very, very cynical.
Watch out when he breaks out in a kind of smile. As something lighter, kind of playful version, it's probably closer to a Cheshire Cat Grin. If playful in a very different way, it's a disturbing Slasher Smile. In both cases... something is about to go very badly and ironically wrong for someone he thinks deserves it. Blood Knight: All his aspects power up when he brutally crushes his
enemies in an open battle. Loathe though he is to openly admit, it's a rush he can't get away with. Childhood friends: Alaya the tavern-girl and Amadeus the farm-boy were friends long before Dread Empress Malacia and The Black Knight were allies. Cold Ham: He has a very cold and understated influence, but that doesn't cover the fact that he loves his melodrama. He is also so
careful not to act smugly that it loops around and comes off as smugness. Dangerous Deserter: Amadeus went to the Legions of Terror, where he was so insignificant that they even misspelled his name on the roster. He then left after his first battle out of disgust for how incompetent it was headed. Alone and far from home, this teen decided he was going to fix things.
Deuteragonist: It could even be argued that the true protagonist of the story and Catherine is the Deuteragonist, see how it is his plan that Catherine is implementing. Doomed Hometown: Or rather, doomed homestead. A while after he becomes the squire, the heir has killed his remaining family back on his farm. As Amadeus remarks at their funeral, it was inevitable that something
would kill them- Squires have no home to return to. Dragon-in-Chief: Malicia won the throne in large part due to his military skills and both the standing armies and the most powerful Named in the empire are loyal to Malicia only by their connection to Black. In many ways, Black is more powerful than his mistress. Evil is sterile: He lives to break this trope so hard that it dies a death.
The cycle of fabulously pointless creative plans that are doomed to end in big, empty nothing since Status Quo Is God must go. The Gadfly/ Troll: If you know what's healthy You are, you don't mess up enough for him to come at you in the completely remote Troll Mode. May all gods, who are both below and above, help you if he has decided to hound you, because he will make a
years-long campaign of becoming a one instead of just ending you quickly – those who end up on the receiving end of this probably welcome Assassin end up showing up. However, nothing casually stops him having a little understated fun with you for the shared, companionable (if still slightly spikey) giggles. Ask Cat and Masego. And Malicia. And every other Calamity. Genre
Savvy: Black knows all the genre cliches that run his universe, and he long ago worked out how to best exploit them. Just a few examples: He knows that trying to recruit by deception or threats will inevitably lead to betrayal and so is careful to always be honest, generous and polite to those he works with long term. He knows that it is pointless to try to pursue heroes after they flee
a dramatic confrontation as it would clearly be too anti-climactic for them to be defeated in that way and therefore the universe would not allow it. His empire has a well-run and effective system of orphanages, ensuring that any disgruntled being who might be tempted to become rebellious heroes can receive a good education and prospects in life without rebellions or, failing that,
can be carefully controlled by his agents and suffocated in their sleep if they seem persistent. It is also flat out stated that his actions and general lack of self-destructive tendencies has actually significantly limited the strength of his name. In terms of raw power he is probably the weakest Black Knight in centuries, but he sees the trade-off as worthwhile. Hero of another story: Oh,
so played with. On the one hand we get some important segments of his Villain Protagonist story, from his own and other perspective, but our story is not his. On the other hand, he actively chose to be the Black Knight over becoming the White Knight, reasonably considering a White Knight unable to permanently change anything in Praes' borked system. On the poignant hand,
willing sacrificing yourself (and those around you) to improve a broken system of governance so that it functions for those who are ruled and not just the crazy butt holes that go to the top isn't exactly a simple villainous thing, now, is it? And, he's not so powerful a Black Knight to boot. Kat may not be the only twisted, battered and self-mutilating near-Hero-sure monster in this story,
Pilgrim, dearest. One important thing to note is that Black's goal is not to improve a broken system of governance so that it functions for those who are governed, which is a side effect. Black just wants Evil Good to win. More precisely he wants to lose Good, only once, just to show that it can be done. What makes Black much more villainous than his protégé is his selfish and not
good - he is just willing to do something, good or evil, to achieve it. Hero Killer: So often it has become routine, although Assassin has an even higher number of bodies according to Word of God. Living Emotional Crutch: To Captain sure, and possibly the other Calamities as well. If he in another plane for a few days at some point Captain reacts by slaughtering an entire village in
a fit of rage, while Warlock mutilates the soul of an informant trying to locate him. Luke, I am your Father: Parodied. Catherine will surely ask him if she is his long-lost daughter the morning after they first met. She's a little disappointed when he tells her she's not. Mayfly-December Romance: When he started his relationship with Ranger he was in his twenties and she was several
hundred years old. Of course, because Black is not getting older, he is now 60 pushing so they are on slightly more even foot. Morality Chain: For Wekesa. Has implemented explicit rules that limit how much he can go all-out, and it's his potential displeasure that Wekesa thinks when thinking about civilian casualties (and that seems to be the only reason Wekesa notices that at all)
Parental Substitute: While he and Catherine are not blood related, by the fourth book she refers to him as her father, and he considers her the best thing to have a daughter he's ever had. Perma-Shave: As the Squire and later the Black Knight, he does not see himself as someone who has facial hair. So his name doesn't make him grow a beard. Please Kill Me If It satisfies you:
After the Second Battle of Liesse, he offers this to Catherine to apologize for using her the way he did. The reaction is a non-lethal sting in the gut because she still sees him as her father, and he probably had a Xantos Gambit set up anyway. Joke: He's not above getting into a prank contest with his friends to blow off steam. Especially Wekesa. Be afraid. Pragmatic rascality: most
of his philosophy. This is especially evident in the One Sin, One Grace principle that he drills into the Legions of Terror Red Baron: said by Catherine to have a lot of those. Most notable is The Carrion Lord, usually used by his opponents. Single-Target Sexuality: The only person for whom he has ever had sexual feelings is apparently The Ranger. Sink-or-Swim Mentor: He offers
some basic swordfighting lessons and a plethora of book reading. But he has no idea how to teach Catherine to use powers of her name and never actually intended to if it would stunt her growth. Relied upon, when he sends Catherine to Imperial College, putting her in lieutenant position in the company with worst results ... against the company with the best results. It works. So
proud of you: If Cat keeps going the way she is, he might just start ambushing his friends with his understated equivalent of videos and baby photos... Slapping demons down a few pins and mugging angels makes for a very proud dad - not that he will ever gush about it, as such. Its non-flowing is approximately as obvious as his non-complacent. She stabbed you, Black, he
growled. Don't wave that away as youthful enthusiasm, because we certainly didn't. Anyone who raises a tiger should not complain about stripes, Amadeus quoted in Mtethwa. Your tiger put on a crown and raised an army. Op. Stealing three legions, Grem growled in Kharsum. We're past stripes. My tiger beat an army back twice the size of hers reinforced by the two most famous
living heroes at Calernia, the dark-haired man laughed. Three legions, one of which was always hers, is a paltry price to pay. Teacher/Student Romance: The love of his life is his mentor, The Ranger. The Unfettered: Amadeus has been shown to be utterly ruthless in his pursuit of his purpose, up to and including the use of himself and his allies as mere sacrificial pieces in a long-
term gambit. The whole ignoring moral aspect unusually swings both sides, however, because he has done demonstrably moral things as well as smothered children in their cribs. Villainous friendship: with the calamities, his squire and the Dread Empress himself. The Ranger (Hye Su)For tropes relevant to The Ranger, see her entry in the morally ambiguous names folder. The
captain (Sabah)The black knight's right-hand woman and the second in command of the Legions of Terror. An eight-foot-tall Taghreb woman who is disarmingly easy-going and friendly but capable of attacking extreme violence. Captain originally kept the name of The Cursed, as she had inherited a bloodline curse that turned her into a werewolf. For a long time, Amadeus was the
only one who could calm her down as she transformed, but some time after he took the Name of Black Knight and for the crowning of Empress Malicia she underwent an ordeal, taking the name of The Captain and learning to master her transformations. Her first known aspect, present from her days as the Cursed One, is Obey who gives her more power in doing what Black tells
her. He's second aspect, Unleash, activates its transformation into an unstoppable beast, and is probably another remnant of the Cursed. The Big Guy/The Brute: Huge for a human (over eight feet tall) to the extent that some people think they have ogre blood. As the group's largest and physically strongest melee warrior, Sabah clearly fills this role in the Calamities. Left a bridge
on him: She is killed in an offscreen confrontation with Champion, who was designed by Bard through story tropes to ensure her death. Drop the Hammer: If they're not in wolf mode. Evil Me Scares Me: Strictly speaking she's always bad, but she certainly doesn't appreciate being turned into a berserk killing machine back when she got The Cursed. Even today, she shows signs of
personality change when she is forced to transform several times during the Liesse rebellion and is clearly ashamed of it. Gentle giant: Definitely a giant at over eight feet, and while she is evil, she is still the prettiest of the Calamities: She is the only one who cares about innocents they kill, and can be quite maternal at times. Happily married: To a mid-ranking imperial bureaucrat
all things. Impossible Graceful Giant: She's far too agile and stealthy for an eight-foot-tall woman who's almost always decked out in full plate. Even black black a little nervous by how quiet she can be if she chooses to. Made of iron: very hard to hurt/kill. Especially in werewolf form, where Ranger of nuts doesn't sell them hits that would have dropped a stone golem. Our
werewolves are different: Her curse changes her as she seeks or when she's agitated into a giant, human-eating wolf or agitated (especially if she's still the Cursed One). However, as a character who fought against werewolves for notes, she is not really a werewolf, but something else and more dangerous. Immortal loyalty: to black. An anecdote early in the story describes her
slaughtering an entire village in anger when he goes missing. Unstoppable Rage: When she is in beast mode she is fully capable of slaughtering entire armies. Even the Silver Spears, with hundreds of Heavy Cavalry led by two heroes, fled instead of trying to fight her. Super Senses: Has an acute sense of smell as a werewolf and immediately afterwards, probably alongside the
high-tensioned senses common to Named. Rogue friendship: with the rest of the calamities, but mostly with black. It is telling that when she dies, Black becomes noticeably unbalanced and loses his edge. The Warlock (Wekesa)A very powerful magician, Wekesa was the first member of the Calamities to join Black (when Wekesa was still The Apprentice and Amadeus was still
The Squire). A magical prodigy born into an undeveloped Soninke bloodline, Wekesa became a fugitive when his master, the previous Warlock, tried to kill him and eliminate a threat to his name. Wekesa would later kill his master during the civil war to place Malicia on the throne and claim the name of Warlock for himself. Like the Warlock, its aspects are Link, Reflect, and
Imbricate. Character Death: He dies in Book 4 to protect his son from the unleashed wonders of the Ashurans attacking Thalassina. Colony Drop: Reasons not to upset him... He can play cosmic, inter-dimentional, exhibition snooker aimed right at you, given enough preparation time. Even Evil has lovers: If his son dies on your watch, he will outright end up with you. If you betray
his friends, you're not so lucky. Evil Sorcerer: Acts halfway between this and the Mad Scientist, conducting magical experiments and having apparently dissected gods in his basement at some point. He said to be massively powerful, and certainly swept the floor with the heroes from the moment he started fighting them in Book II. Happily married: He and Tikoloshe have a very
close, harmonious pact together. In all respects, they are happily married with solid, mutual goals that also extend to raising children. A fly in their ointa is not advisable, because if Wekesa doesn't get you, Tikoloshe will probably Do. Hero Killer: He took out The Wizard of the West in the backstory and he puts down the Bumbling Conjurer with a single gesture. Heroic sacrifice:
How he dies in book 4: sacrificing himself to banish the power of a conjured entity to save Masego's life. Life During the second Summerholm arc Catherine's goal is to prevent the heroes from killing him. Joke: He has an almost pathological need to annoyingly draw little jokes with high arcana when he misses his husband or just gets a little bored or anxious. Nothing seriously
deadly, you know; given the durability of his friends. Gets really stupid when he and Amadeus start tit-for-tatting. Person of mass destruction: to the point that he is actually unable to prevent massive collateral damage when he uses combat magic. Presumably this is related to one of its aspects though we don't know which one. Pragmatic Rascality: He could have kidnapped the
boy and raised him with force who became an apprentice using standard Sith-like parenting tactics. But, he said quickly screw that inevitable death through his hands, thank you by knuckling down and learning how to be the joint father of the year for consecutive years in a row. Sure, the mage training is still tricky and difficult, but he's made a point of it too honest and interesting.
Evil: hard, but fun! Red Baron: The Sovereign of the Red Sky. Silver Fox: Catherine must remind herself forcefully that he is A) gay and B) more than 3 times her age. She still can't stop staring at herself even while telling herself to stop. The Smart Guy: Wekesa's role in the Calamities is to be the researcher, and he is the most knowledgeable about magic. With Ranger gone,
however, his role in the current storyline is closer to The Dragon. The Assassin (?) The most mysterious of calamities and the only one that has yet to be seen, even in flashback (as far as we know ...). They spend most of her time outside the country dealing with enemies of the empire or undercover in the Kingdom of Callow eliminating heroes before they can become a nuisance.
Genre Savvy: Assassin deliberately puts a modus operandi in the way they kill, to throw the smell off of their other murders. Shapeshifter: Very implicit to one, skilled enough to make sight crazy. Confirmed in Book 3, where they briefly accept the form of the Black to dupe diabolist. Undignified Death: Their preferred method of operation. Although the deaths may seem natural,
they are also unlikely and undignified enough not to be. For example, drowning in your own room pot. It is later revealed that Assassin does not always kill in this way: they set up a subtle pattern in their murders, so that the rest of their murders would go unnoticed. Word of God: Apparently we met them on screen by Book 2 Chapter 2. Other Villains Dread Empress Malicia I
(Alaya)Power is usually a matter of making the right corpses at the right time. The current ruler of the Dread Empire of Praes. Alaya began her career as a barmaid in her father's inn, conscripted in the Harem The Dreaded Emperor's Nefarious for its beauty. Alaya was able to use her position at the court and her friendship with the young Black Knight to accumulate influence and
ultimately to murder van Themselves. After the emperor's death, Alaya claimed the throne with the help of Black Knight and the Calamities, defeating the Chancellor and Emperor Baleful I in civil war. Since then Malicia has ruled the empire in concert with Black, using her political skills to carefully manage the nobility, while fearing Black's brutal reprisals keeps them in line.
Compelling Voice: Many names have been a part of this possibility, but Malicia is apparently so powerful that any agent who is in the same room as her must be assumed to be compromised. Childhood friends: Alaya the tavern-girl and Amadeus the farm-boy were friends long before Dread Empress Malacia and The Black Knight were allies. Distracted by the Sexy: She's gorgeous
in her own right, but she uses glamoured dresses and some kind of name shenanigans to accentuate the effect, making sure no one ever has their wits about them when dealing with her. Hereline Cape Effect: Played with. She sometimes appears to have private scrying sessions with her best friend in a court dress and crowned to indicate that she looks in her capacity as the
Dread Empress, not as Alaya. From nobody to nightmare: she was a waitress before she took over the throne. Manipulative Bastard: No empress can afford to trust just a pretty face to keep a group of heavies alive at the top. And she's not: she loves chess – fast or slow. Only truebloods' dimming manure doesn't understand this. Non-Action Big Bad: She has no combat or military
skills and does not appear to be a magician of any kind. Even its Name powers are focused on political and social manipulation rather than any kind of direct conflict. Obstructive Bureaucrat: Spent forty years slowly regulating the Truebloods into bankruptcy and irrelevance. To win without fighting: Her strategy in the tenth crusade has shades of this. She initially tries to steal Akua's
Doomsday Device to prevent the Good Nations from invading and taking the risk of being used. Her next strategy is to let the rebellious Callow and invading Crusaders wear each other out, as she unites with The Dead King to divide the Grand Alliance's troops against a greater threat. The woman wearing the Queenly Mask: Kind of an inversion since the image she projects is one
of an insanely sexy and erratic violent temptress when she's actually a fairly conservative, calculating and pragmatic policy geek. Essentially she's Hilary Clinton pretending to be Catherine the Great while looking like Nefertiti wanted her to look. The world's most beautiful woman: Just maybe, her beauty certainly defies easy description and she surpasses the heiress and the
Baroness Dormer by a fair margin. The Heiress (Akua Sahelian)The DiabolistThe Heiress Lord of Wolof (home town of Dread Empress Triumphant and the most legendary center of black magic and ancient Praesi ways), Akua Sahelian was raised and educated in the Deadly Decadent Court of Praes. Heiress adheres to the old school school Praesi thugs, and uses tools as
diverse as bribery, blood magic, murder, demon-calling, slave soldiers and good old-fashioned mean girl shenanigans in her seemingly open-ended quest for ultimate power. Heiress first comes on Catherine's radar as a possible rival prosecutor for the title of Squire. After Catherine defies and defeats her Heiress makes a point of undermining her at any time. Her motivations and
motivations are extensive in Book 3, giving her both a morality pet in the form of her father to whom she would go to any length before and a desire to be free, from both her mother and the Empress. As the Diabolist, its aspects are Bind, Claim, and Call. Alpha Bitch: She always gets herself a posse of Beta's too smug by, As soon as possible. Nemesis: One for Catherine, the other
is the Lone Swordsman. Becoming the Mask: After she begins to act more genuinely loyal and friendly towards Catherine and the Misery, Catherine considers this inevitable. And I knew, of course, that she was no further than such an exquisite deception. That maybe she's been weaving that complicated web around me since the moment she saved my life in the Everdark. But it
wouldn't matter, I thought, watching Akua Sahelian let out a pinch of laughter at some pointed comment Indrani had made. It wouldn't matter, because she'd want it to be true Big Bad: For Book 1, see how all the forces directed against Catherine for most of the book have been directed by her. In Book 2 she is more of a Big Bad Duumvirate with The Lone Swordsman. She's going
to be the central villain for Book 3 again. Accomplished Liar: She can seem so sincere when she wants! She should: she's obviously been practicing for years. The effectiveness of it is somewhat mitigated by the fact that she does it so often, many people quickly catch it wisely, though. It means she has to double up and produce a whole web of fibs and half-truths to back up her
lies. Cool and unusual punishment: How does Catherine punish the spirit of one of her most ruthless and hated enemies? She invites her to a cozy, friendly get-together with Catherine's other friends. It's much crueler than it sounds because it forces Akua to know the fact that real company was what she really needed and the only person she ever really cared for was sacrificed by
her to achieve the power she now knows now wouldn't really have made her happy. She must now live with the knowledge that she could have had all this years ago and it is entirely her own fault that she did not. The closest I have to match last night is a girl I sent to die. You've come up with a poison so sweet that I'll crave its taste. Make your own hero: Well, your own
protagonist nemesis, anyway. Had she not gone out of her way to to make an enemy, it is likely that the Squire would not have given her enough to spend time and wonder what she is planning and thwart her plots. Daddy's Little Villain: Strangely undermined. Akua follows in her hair Super-evil mother footsteps, but she has no real loyalty or affection for her and ultimately sees her
as a future enemy. It's actually her less evil father who's her favorite parent. Even Evil Has Loved Ones: Akua's only positive relationship seems to be with her father. It's too little too late to ming her much. Evil cannot understand good: its fatal error; she doesn't understand how Pragmatic Villain is often the smart option, as is the moral option. Evil is sexy: Much to Catherine's
annoyance, she almost always appears this way. Partly because of the Wastelander's habit of selectively breeding with talented magicians, people with beautiful appearances and the occasional magical monster. Evil Mentor: Becomes a political, magical and historical advisor to Catherine of all people. Justified in that her shadow is tied to catherine's mantle and is only rented out
if she is useful. It is later revealed that she wants Cat to be her superior successor and one day seize the throne. This is justified by her socio-Darwinian worldview rejecting the idea that she could be defeated by someone insignificant. However, she will still escape and pursue her own ambitions if she gets a chance. Evil Genius: Surprisingly, Diabolist turns out to be very adept at
magic, showing off High Arcana and complex arrays that wekesa wonders. She clearly took a level in Badass between the books. It is telling that after her 'death' Akua becomes Catherine's second advisor on magical phenomena and her go-to girl on political maneuvering. Eye Scream: When Akua's shadow takes control of Catherine's unconscious body, Thief forces her to tear
out her own constantly regenerating left eye. Ten times. Fantastic racism: She smugly reflects on how progressive and flexible she is, compared to much of her race and class. But in reality she still has the Soninke blinkers and posture in spades; She just doesn't realize it. Faux Affably Evil: After dying and with her shadow trapped in Catherine's collar, Akua becomes a lot more
pleasant and servile. It's an act, of course. Horrible Judge of Character: She's a finely tuned political shark... As long as she swims in Praesi Trueblood waters. When dealing with others, though; not-so-much. She completely misrepresents Catherine's threat level because of her low birth, she ignores most of the fifteenth officers because of their status or kind, she somehow thinks



she can eventually wrap Black around her pinky finger... and, writes Scribe and the Wandering Bard off as being quite non-threat. These are not the hallmarks of good judgment. I'm not left-handed: She's a very skilled magician, but keeps it largely under wraps, so her enemies will underestimate her. Magic Knight: She's trained in but she considers it beneath her and it shows-
Catherine trounces her with minimal effort when it comes to succeeding. Nominal hero: Surprisingly, is interested in becoming this by the end of Book Four. More than anything, they to be influential and remembered. Literally quoting the power of friendship in fighting a dark god helps achieve that. Oh, Crap!!: Her reaction in a nutshell when Catherine breaks free from her aspects
by surrendering completely to Winter's power, predictably ending with her death. Our Liches are different: She herself has a get-out-of-death-free card in the form of a Soul Jar. That... That makes her a kind of lichen. Passed-Over Promotion: Become Catherine's enemy because Black Chose Catherine to be his squire instead of her, blocking a possible path for her plan to come to
power. Sixth Ranger: After being tied to Catherine's Cloak of Winter as a shadow, she becomes a spiritual advisor on all political things to The Wee, eventually becoming some kind of pseudo-member. Smug Snake: Heiress is insufferably arrogant and almost all of her plans lean heavily on her family's wealth and connections to protect her from backlash. She's like a slightly more
competent Draco Malfoy without any qualms about mass murder. Stupid Evil: She's not stupid, but when she gets a choice between Bond Villainy or just getting the job done, she goes for the intricate acid pit full of demon sharks with obligatory gloating route. We have reserves: She sees all her assets that are not Praesi peers as fully replaceable. (The Praesi nobles are only
usually replaceable.) Wicked Cultured: She certainly has the wearing, breeding, and class. Even better, she prides herself on this trope and goes out of her way to emphasize how tasteful, classic Evil she is. Catherine and Black see bond villain stupidity, though. The Scribe (Eudokia)The unofficial sixth Calamity, The Scribe is never far from the side of Black Knight, who as its chief
administrator and Spymaster. Already done for you: One of her signature tricks is performing a certain function before the person it is meant for may even think to ask. Do you need a messenger to deliver news to the capital? I left two hours ago. Do you want a disguise so you can discreetly sneak into town? Folded and ready. Catherine is both impressed and a little annoyed by
this. Black: What would I do without you, Scribe? Scribe: Same things. Just slow down. Badass Bureaucrat: The Black Knight rule of Callow is able to function effectively largely because he scribed as a compact, one-woman civil service, and intelligence service. Beware of the quiet ones: She's usually found in the corner with a lap desk, quietly catching up on correspondence or
whatever. Don't bug her by making her come there herself to sort things out, though; It's scary. Friendly rivalry: Seems to have something like that going on with Assassin, of all people. Heart Is an Awesome Power: A few words in the right ears at the right time, the right filled and verified - [redacted] was, officially, never even a small problem to have managed existing. Hidden
depths: there are more than a few hints of hints They can get just as bad on the wrong side of it as Black, Warlock or Assassin. So, annoy this mousey librarian-type at your peril: she'll probably write you out of existence if she thinks it's worth it. Hypercompetent Sidekick: To the Calamities, and by extension the whole of Praes. She may not be a warrior, but her ability to act as a
tireless one-woman bureaucracy is one of the main reasons why the Empire runs as efficiently as it does. My Master, Right or Wrong: Scribe is loyal to Black, not to the Empire and certainly not to the Empress. Non-Action Guy: She is in no way a warrior (Black notes in the prologue that it is unusual to see her on a battlefield that is already largely deserted), and her name does not
lend itself to fighting. That doesn't mean she's not dangerous in her own way. Sixth Ranger: Not an official member of the Calamities as far as the history books are concerned, but they all treat Scribe as one of their own, and her contributions were an important factor in the success of the Conquest and its consequences. Stealth Hi/Bye: Catherine spends time figuring out how she
can just show up at your elbow unexpectedly from a starting position right in front of the room or square. Teleportation? The Stoic: Almost constantly sports an emotionless attitude. Catherine, who prides herself on her ability to get a rise from others, can hardly provoke a slight change in scribe's mood at the best of times. The tyrant of Helike (Kairos Theodosian)The Exiled Prince's
precocious Angry Uncle who took over the throne of the Free City helike from him three years before the events of the story (at the age of twelve). The young Tyrant quickly began what can only be described as a reign of terror, which apparently included making profanity and alcohol possession both capital offences. He also clearly idolizes his famous predecessor Theodosius
Unconquered to the point that he seems to be trying to duplicate his military exploits with provocation from procer's principle. At the end of book two he kills the emissaries of all Good Free Cities to the League Council, sparking an all-out war between the Good- and Evil-bound Free Cities. It is revealed in Book 3 by The Wandering Bard that he lives the life of a juggler. Keeping as
many balls and plot wires in the air as possible to ensure effective immortality, because the first step never fails. It is almost plainly stated that Dread Emperor Irritant uses the strangely successful similar tactics. Ax-Crazy: At first he seems to have a kind of moral sociopathy what with his strange moralistic decrees ... But, he's actually just gone all-in on the theme of total evil and
seems to be having the time of his life with it. Berserk Button: Despite his Unflappable attitude, he has two great: is compared to his violent father, and with a fate or fate imposed on him. Card-carrying villain: to a tee. His whole philosophy philosophy To be that, if you're going to be evil, you might as well get out of the way of everything and enjoy it before your inevitable demise.
The Caligula: Well, yes. Seems to have decided on the old school Julio-Claudian model of tyranny as a template (poison included), so this is a natural byproduct. Can tell a lie: After betraying everyone involved in the battle for the shard of arcadia at least once, The Grey Pilgrim curses him with this. Crouching Moron, Hidden Badass: At first he looks like some kind of insane Royal
Brat in the mold of a Joffrey Baratheon. It takes him less than a chapter to show how he earned his name. And he keeps his foot on the accelerator. Snarker disabled: Prior to ascent to the throne and reaching a Name he was a particularly bitter version of this. As a Tyrant he is a flat out Big Ham although he still retains his snarky sense of humour. Enfante Terrible: He was 12
when he took over the throne from his (older) cousin and 16 when he started what appears to be the first of the Uncivil Wars. Angry Uncle: Undermined. He is actually younger than the nephew whose throne he took over, which rather goes against the idea of an experienced and powerful uncle taking over the throne from the virtuous, but young and vulnerable, true heir. Gosh
Darn It to Heck!: Downplayed. He is generally quite direct in explaining his meaning, but he avoids actual profanity and tends to beg pardon for any brusque language he uses. Big Ham I'm Kairos Theodosian, Tyrant of Helike. And I say my rule even extends to heaven. Come servants of the heavens, the Age of Miracles is not dead yet. Not as long as I'm breathing. Like You Were
Dying: When he was twelve, he received a prophecy stating that he would die at the age of thirteen. This caused him to stop caring about the decency expected of a royal reserve and begin to do what he wanted, whenever he wanted, which has enabled him to live beyond his expected time of death. No, Mr. Bond, I Expect You to Dine: He sets up a banquet for the heroes in Delos
with an extra serving of arsenic. One-Man Army: He routs Atalante's mercenary army on his own with the power of his name. Pragmatic evil: Surprised? This cackling font of ostentatious Classic Evil deliberately hides a ton of meta-consciousness under all that ham, meaning he can sneak the pragmatic moral or steely rationale amid all the flamboyant siles he throws around. For
starters, he is actively using his appearance of just another nut-Tyrant to hide the extent of what he is able not only from the Calamities, but also the Wandering Bard. Every hard core, very nasty trick he has pulled is a shell game used to achieve goals then obvious, but others are slow to realize this thanks to the show he makes of juggling clear villain balls. And, if he does draw
something moral-looking, like the decree to reduce drunkenness and drunkenness in the population in general, it just looks... as an eccentricity of no Novel Powered by a Forsaken Child: He brings back the ancient Praesi trick of mass human sacrifice to power flying fortresses. Cue the tutting of the Calamities; its outdated techniques work, but they are horribly inefficient, so it
offends their sensibilities to see such a waste of that many victims. He can use other defenses or weapons with that power! Red right hand/red eyes, Take warning: Both. He has a seriously creepy red eye, rather than a claw hand to tip you off that he's batting for Team Evil. And, it's not just conjunctivitis. Screw Destiny: His motivation to go from no one to the nightmare. As The Un
Favourite crippled his heroic relative, he desperately sought out his family's oracle temple for a source of hope. When he was told that his fate would die within a year and not be remembered, he decided that if nothing he did matter, he might as well have fun. More than four years later, he's still alive, and everyone knows him. In Book 5, Chapter 43, Skein tried to use his Spool
aspect on him several times. The sudden influx of constantly changing futures overwhelmed the Ratling. Tyrant: Fate is a tug of war, your ragged old thing. Do you think the wishes of the conquered matter more than the contenders? Skein: [You die laughing. Or you're running. Or. I'm broken. Or. Everything is burning. Or. Why does it keep changing? Slasher Smile: He never
seems to stop laughing. Straight Edge Evil: He's not fond of profanity, or alcohol. The Dead King (Neshamah)A millennia-old lich overlord who rules the necrocracy of Keter in the north, and one of the most powerful people on Calernia. Thousands of years ago, he was known as Neshamah, the last prince of Sephirah, before gradually sacrificing the lion's share of his kingdom to
feed his ascension to power. Today he rules his kingdom of the Serenity, his own personal piece of hell. His plans and motives are a big mystery for the first three books, but he becomes a major player in Book 4. Arch-Enemy: The old enemy of the Procerans, although the fear and resentment is completely one-sided. A God Am I: Believe himself as a god due to his enormous
power and immortality. Remarkable in that his proclamation seems to imply that the difference between gods and mortals simply seems to be true power and not be obliged to death. Dimension Lord: He rules over his own personal dimension of hell (called by his followers 'serenity'). The Dreaded: The Dead King is one of - if not the - scariest villains on Calernia. Genre Savvy:
Neshamah is undoubtedly genre savvy. There aren't many characters in the Guide-verse that can take the Wandering Bard as long as he has. Evil Sorcerer: a powerful magician with centuries of experience. Enemy: He and The Wandering Bard (aka: The Intercessor, but that's not her 'real'' name either). They have been thwarting each other for centuries and can still have cordial
conversations. She's one of the few people he. He. to be a fellow immortal. He and Ranger have... a household name? A frenemyship? He treats her like a neighborhood cat he's attached to and trains? She's only half an elf, so technically not immortal, but she can come by and eat the food he's bringing out for her if she's been challenging the security systems for centuries, at
least. Land of a city: His kingdom of Keter is an undermining, because while his fulcron on Calernia is more or less a city, he also rules a whole dimension of hell. More than Mind Control: He has conditioned entire generations of man within the Serenity to more or less worship him. Necromancer: He's the necromancer. Physical God: Considers himself an immortal of this caliber,
and counts very few others to be in the same category; Namely The Wandering Bard and, recently, Catherine. Self-Sacrifice Scheme: In Book 5, he willingly loses an irreparable piece of his soul to make his defeat against the Mediator seem authentic, so that a smaller piece of his soul can return to his main body with knowledge of its real plans. Time Abyss: It is unknown exactly
how old it is, but it is clear by the historical treatises that his original kingdom of Sephirah was destroyed at least several millennia ago. We wait: The core of his plan is to quietly build an army in his own personal hellscape while the rest of Calernia burns, until he is the only power on the board. To quote Catherine: He is not following the fastest or most effective way to rise ... [he's
after] the one who doesn't leave openings. Past Feared emperors and empresses The villains who have ruled praes in the centuries before Malicia. Many have elaborated histories, but some are known only by their page quotes at the beginning of the chapters of the series- only Dread Emperor and Empresses with a greater impact on the institution or story will be mentioned here,
which are known only by their quotes are listed on the Quotes page. Dread Empress Maleficent IThe Founder of the Dread Empire. A Taghreb that united the Orcs, Goblins, Taghreb and Soninke tribes after the Miezan empire withdrew. Murdered by an ancestor of the Sahelians who became the second Dread Empress. Dread Empress Triumphant (SHE MAY NEVER RETURN)
The greatest and most terrible of all the Tyrants of Praes and perhaps of all calernia's villains. Conquered the entire continent of Calernia 700 years prior to the story only to be defeated by the combined power of the First Crusade and an invasion of the Yan Tei Empire from across the sea. After her death, most of Praes was annexed to crusader states and the Empire would not
regain its original boundaries until Fear Emperor Terribilis II ousted the Crusaders a generation later. Please summon demons, she is generally bound by the standards of her Legions, some of which are still lying around. Also made a habit of crucifying people or, better yet, forcing people to crucify their own loved ones that led to the cross being crucifying as the Crusader symbol
in Calernia (although not the symbol of any religion). Classic villain: She was proud all the way. Escaped from hell: When her name is mentioned most Praesi will have a prayer that she will never return to repel this possibility. Since another Villain has actually managed to pull something like this at least once in Calernia's history it might not be as unlikely as it sounds. Fear Emperor
Terribilis IIProbably the best ruler the Empire had before Malicia. He took power a generation after the fall of Triumphant and managed to recapture the native region of the empire and annex part of Callow, reducing the kingdom to a proceran client state. The only ruler prior to Black and Malicia to come close to solving the demographic problems that forced Praes into repeated,
self-destructive invasions of Callow but he was assassinated before his plan could be fully implemented and the empire contracted back to its former borders afterwards. Big Book of War: He wrote one of the setting's two best-considered books on Warcraft. Expy: As the emperor who united his people to expel the crusader states, he resembles the real Egyptian king Saladin.
Pragmatic rascality: Calernia is your example. Black may be his spiritual successor. Rogue Courage: His story was one of recapturing his homeland from the occupying crusader states, despite being firmly on the side of evil. Fear emperor TenebrousThe emperor who built the Imperial Way. Had a promising early reign, but is now mostly remembered for coming to the belief that
he was actually a Giant Spider in a human body and using magic to physically transform himself into such a pose before taking himself into Ater's sewers. Rumor has it he's still alive there. Fear Emperor Maligne IIOne of the less impressive Dread Emperors. Best known for creating a subspecies of aquatic orcs for a failed invasion of Callow. Emperor's Fear Nede Fear Emperor
prior to Malicia. Notable especially for his skill with magic, his incompetence in most other matters, and his venality. Attempted invasion of Callow 20 years before Black's conquest which resulted in disaster when he was defeated by the Wizard of the West on the field of Streges. After limping back from that defeat he spent the rest of his reign abusing his concubines one of them, a
woman named Alaya, killed him to rise as Dread Empress Malicia. Asshole Victim: Let's say few politically minded people were all surprised when a member of his harem was involved in his downfall. And as many people mourned his loss. If that. Not generally regarded as highlight of Praesi style, this man. Dirty Old Man: After his invasion of Callow was defeated he spent the rest
of his reign surrendering his lechery with whatever attractive women his soldiers could bring him. Laser-Guided Karma: Murdered by one of the women he kidnapped and raped, who would then go to be a much bigger ruler than Sorcerous Overlord: Nede was apparently an unusually skilled magician, though not as skilled as the contemporary Wizard of the West. Emperor's fear
InsidiousOne of the more colorful Dread Emperors, he has ended up being something of a historical folk hero for the people of Praes. Best known for his habit of double-crossing just about everyone. Chronic Backstabbing Disorder: He Called Himself Insidious for a Reason. He performed more than a hundred different acts of treason during the course of his reign. Most notably, he
successfully betrayed a villain whose name was Traitor. Full-Circle Revolution: On at least one occasion, rebels who managed to overthrow the Dread Emperor Traitor found too late that their leader was the Dread Emperor Treacherous in disguise. Paper-Thin Disguise: Once managed to disguise himself as his (female) chancellor using a wig and fakes made from a pair of melons.
Refuge in Audacity: Openly announced to the world that he was an unreliable backstabber with his choice of governing name, and yet managed to successfully betray more than a hundred different people and groups over the course of his reign. The fact that he was somehow able to pull this off is an important factor in why he is so fondly remembered by the people of Praes.
Thanatos Gambit: In his last betrayal, he committed suicide while framing more than a hundred different people for his murder. Heroes The Lone Swordsman and his Party The Lone Swordsman (William of Greenbury)The first Callowan hero to rise to some significance since the conquest. A gritty avenger type who flies under the radar by operating independently (as the name
implies) instead of gathering an army or party of heroes. When Catherine arrives in Summerholm she tries to hunt him down to prove she is worthy of Squire's name. After she defeats him and the other prosecutors she frees him, allowing him to start a rebellion against the empire and create the chaos she believes is necessary to rise in the ranks. He becomes her recurring enemy
in the first two books. The aspects of the Lone Swordsmen are: Rise, Triumph and Swing Alas, Poor Villain: Yup. William was once a bad boy. He then began trying to atone for what he had done, but ... Honestly, getting mind-raped in a heroic name, knowing that you're always on your way to the fire below whatever you do and getting very grim smiles painted on your soul enough
that putting thousands of people through a similarly enforced turn to heroism as if you're going through feels like a good idea? That's a bit of an exaggeration for a punishment for selfishly killing your sister in an attempt to crack down on the militant her actions would survival, don't you think? Anti-Hero: Unscrupulous hero fared on Designated Hero. He is a racist Jerkass who
sadistically tortures prisoners and doesn't really care about the consequences of his actions on ordinary people. He is also willing to bring an Angel of Repentance into creation in the City of Liesse, essentially every man, woman and child in the city in joining a Death or Glory crusade against evil. Nemesis: To Catherine, shares the role with Heiress. Brainwashing for the Greater
Good: He may have been a victim of this when he first met Hashmalim, and he's trying to impose it on the whole city of Liesse. Dark and restless past: Let's just say it's grim. Enough for Freud to get a handle on this. Thawing Ice Queen: After his humiliation in the second Summerholm bow, he begins to learn a little more humility and humanity under pressure from his comrades,
although this does not stop him from pulling his call gambit in Liesse. Fantastic racism: Explicitly doesn't believe that Goblins and Orcs qualify as humans, believing they're just always chaotic evil monsters (Note: This is very much not the case in the Practical Guideverse). Hopeless Boss Fight: He was doomed to win against Catherine in Liesse to the point that he literally stood up
again and stabbed her while she was ramming a knife down his throat. Unfortunately she was planning for this and turned it around on her in their next fight. Jerkass: He's like the anthropomorphic personification of sandpaper. By both intentionally and unintentionally grating on the nerves of companions and enemies, he carries most of them down until they stay as far away from
him as possible... or enjoy the thought of strangling him. Maybe a name thing. You don't do Lone as people easily flock to your sunny, gregarious personality, after all. One-Man Army: The Lone Swordsman is without a doubt one of the most physically dangerous people in the series so far and is shown mowing by humans, Orcs and Devils with equal ease. Took a level in Badass:
After his first defeat by Catherine he spends a year in Arcadia being chased by the Wild Hunt and other alien dangers, which hardens him up and gives him his last two aspects. The Thief (Vivienne Dartwick)For tropes relevant to The Thief, see her entry in the Woe map. The Hunter (John)One of Ranger's people in Refuge, he violates ranger's rules to interfere in the Callowan
rebellion alongside the Lone Swordsman. Succinctly described as a Streetwalker with a Spear The Hunter wears minimal clothing and is covered in 'tribal' tattoos. An arm and a leg: Catherine cuts off one of his hands in their second fight at Summerholm. Arrogant Kung-Fu Guy: It's so bad, even his ally, Archer, constantly takes the piss off him for his crimes against both fashion
and hubris. Blade on a Stick: His thing is two of them - he's not Dual Wield, though (thankfully - that would be as funny for Archer if he did). At least he feels like backing up for range options without disarming himself. Bling of War: Well, more Ring of War. Lots of small, tinkling, very silver hawkbells in his hair to to be. Along with pointless tats he goes shirtless to show off. Why?!
Chainmail Bikini: Well, the male equivalent of that. Leather trousers, clocks and Shirtless. Learns the hard way why skin-covering armor is a good thing in a fight. Cliché Storm: His dialogue consists mainly of bombastic boasts and overwrought condemnations of the depravity of his opponents. This gets even crazier after Catherine breaks his nose. A whole new meaning for Purple
Prose, there. Enemy Mine: Reluctantly agrees to help the Legion against the demon of corruption when it comes loose in Marchford. Stealth Expert: He's a Rogue type. Somewhere. Despite the pomposity and those stupid clocks, he's still good at sneaking. Stripperiffic: He wears as few clothes as he can get away with, but this doesn't hinder him much as he can rely on the
strength of his name to slaughter Red Shirts. It is a pretty serious disadvantage when he gets into a slugging match with heavily-armored Catherine and her likewise martial name, however. The Bumbling Conjurer (Symeon)The last and least of the party of the Lone Swordsman, a comically inept magician whose name allows him to succeed by accidental incompetence. When
summerholm's heroes infiltrate he bumbles through a few fights with the Apprentice before being abruptly put down by The Warlock. And there was a lot of joy. Performance in Ignorance: His whole name is apparently built around this. It has a pretty big disadvantage that makes him worse than inconsistent: the moment he gets a grip on whatever magical feat he pulls, it's him
falling out. Often also at an uncomfortable time. Crazy Awesome: If it works, it really, really works (way beyond the set standards, even). But if it's not, it's going really bad. Curb-Stomp Battle: He starts to get Curb Stamped the second student running into the room and then gets stomped a few times over the course of the evening. He refuses to stay until Warlock appears,
however. Indy Ploy: Magic taste. There's only so much prepping his name will let him get away with, so he should be all about the seat-of-pants, sticking-in-the-dark plans. The Wandering Bard (Almorava by Sylma)For tropics relevant to The Wandering Bard see their entry in the Other Heroes map. The White Knight's Party The White Knight (Hanno)A hero from the Thalassocracy
of Ashur who comes from self-exposed exile in the Titanomachy to join the war in the Free Cities. He is attuned to the Chorus of Judgment, but he unites the right to judge one himself, only to carry out the judgment of heaven. Brought Down to Badass: He loses his ability to appeal to Judgment in Book 5, but he's still an incredibly experienced fighter with the ability to use Light.
Cool Horse: One of his aspects is Ride and along with supposedly providing driving skills, it allows him to summon a horse made of sacred light. Black thinks he has this aspect underexposed, because he could do much, much more with a light-based mount than just using a lance or sword while driving jouster-style. Think laser, flight, drone and way, much more. Creative sterility:
Black accuses accuses of this - because Hanno refuses to incorporate his own opinions or personality into what he does, he may not be original and is not so good at learning. Ghost Memory: He spent his time in the Titanomachy accessing the memories of the past White Knights. He had never been in combat for Delos, but had the memories of hundreds of fights. The downside:
he cuts-and-pastees skills without really getting to the heart of the tactics and strategies he uses them with. Heads or Tails?: He uses a coin flip to divine the judgment of the seraphim in a disturbing Harvey Dent-like fashion. I've Never Seen Anything Like This Before: Provokes this kind of reaction from the Wandering Bard with its ... Idiosyncratic... take on what it means to be
affiliated with Judgment without personally judging. And, when she practically sits up and leans forward to see the trope in front of her, you know it's not a run of mill iteration. Jack-of-All-Trades: His Recall ability makes him an expert with each weapon and gives him a huge variety of tricks with Light. Fight scenes often mention how the technique he uses is borrowed from a hero of
the past. Light 'em Up: Unlike the Black Knight's Casting a Shadow powers, Hanno has the standard rays of damaging light attack. Competent but naive: While overclassing the current Black Knight in every way when it comes to sheer raw power, he doesn't prove very effective when it comes to actually fighting him. It is explained the first time we meet him that he was trained his
whole life by the Titans in isolation to become an unstoppable force of good and devote himself to the Heavens... but this hinders him ironically only as he lacks actual world experience when it comes to fighting flesh and blood villains and because of that he expects every villain to be like those in stories (something that Black clearly isn't). Plus the chorus he draws his power from
gives him Creative Sterility and an inability to learn giving him nothing but a toy to black schemes the three times he fights him despite all his power. The Smurfette Principle: Conversely, he is the only male member of his Five-Man Band. Summon Magic: As mentioned above, he can summon a horse of light as part of his Ride aspect. The Valiant Champion (Rafaella) Performance
in Ignorance: She takes absolutely no damage from the Tyrant's ghost army, with her explanation being: Ghosts no real, can't hurt. That's not how ghosts work in the Guideverse. The big man: functions as follows. If you want the bold and simple solution to a gnarled combat problem, she has you covered. Blood Knight: Very openly takes joy in getting in the face of evil by trying to
slice as much out of the poor mooks as she can. Bruiser: See above. She's a sunny person to be in a tight corner. As long as you're on the same side. Hulk Speaking: Although this is due to not being completely fluent in the other members of her party language instead of lack of intelligence Nemean Skinning: She loves taking trophies, and takes wearing a self-made fur cloak
after killing Sabah. The Ashen Priestess (Irene)A strict priest named in the team of the White Knight, and sister of Alkmene, the Hedge Wizard. Delos's. Disintegrator Ray: At least one of her powers can disintegrate her enemies. Killed Offscreen: The Calamities thwart a ritual to kill captain and replace the catalyst for the spell with a lock of hair. Black's narration sets enfasis on
how the killing method of the ritual was not something fast and she problably died screaming. She becomes the first heroic nonchalant of her party as well. Well Paranoid: Of the four lines she speaks in their introductory chapter, three of them are her warning the rest of the party about imminent danger. Shoot the Medic First: The main reason why the Calamities kill its first, and
ironically this ends up backfiring on them. The Quiet One: She utters four short sentences in the chapter that introduces the White Knight and the rest of the party, far less than any of the others. The Hedge Wizard (Alkmene)An argumentative magician named in the White Knight's band of five, sister of Irene, the Ashen Priestess, comes from Delos.Her Aspects are learning,
reusing and repeating. Jack-of-All-Trades: Her whole name is all about this. She has a spell for every school of sorcery out there, but she will never master any of them and she can never use the same spell twice in the day Killed Off for Real: She is defeated by the Warlock and to make sure she doesn't return he burns her body to a sharp one. The Red Mage: Described as having
an 'eclectic' bag of magic tricks, rather than a discipline. Squishy Wizard: Very powerful magician, but besides that she does not have much to show The Smart Guy: The teams resident magical expert Voluntary Shapeshifter: Can at least shape a giant eagle. For tropes relevant to The Wandering Bard see their entry in the 'Other Heroes' map The Tenth Crusade When Cordelia
Hasenbach mentions the tenth crusade against Procer and Callow, dozens of heroes from all over Calernia answer the call. The Grey Pilgrim (Tariq Isbili)A hero of Levant who has been active for at least 60 years. He generally acts as the mentor to other Dominion heroes, and is widely respected and loved there, to the point that he could claim the Tattered Throne without a
contest. He accompanies Prince Amadis' invasion of northern Callow, and later serves as mouthpiece and de facto leader of Calernia's assembled Heroes, coming into contact and clashing with Cat several times. Like the Grey Pilgrim, its aspects are See, Forgive, and Shine. Back from the dead: His Forgive aspect undoes the death of This is limited by the provisions that it can
only be done once a day, requires the corpse of the person, can only be done once per person, the was not somehow natural or willing, and the people who used it in its ''different'' are somehow. In Book 5, Chapter 51, Cat steals this aspect of his corpse so she can use it to revive him with it. Cry for the Devil: He tells Catherine that's how he sees her. Good Is Not Nice: He is the
first hero to meet Catherine who somewhat averts this. Played right. His name allows him to create diseases as easily as he can cure. He infects an ignorant, Proceran fishing village with a deadly plague just before Black and several Legions arrive. Every Proceran citizen and Praes Legionary in the area died, leaving Amadeus, the only survivor, alone and cornered by six Heroes.
Genre Savvy: This is one of the main reasons that makes him such a dangerous enemy of Catherine and De Wee. Not only is he powerful, but he also knows how to manipulate the countless histories of heroes and villains to produce a result. He tries to use this to send Cat to a path of redemptiom that will problably end in her death. as a way to beat her, and is pretty much the
reason he avoided the Mentor Occupational Hazard form below. The Good Chancellor: In his backstory, Tariq effectively ends up ruling over the Levant as its regent after his sister is assassinated, while his cousin Izil grows up to inherit the Tattered Throne. Heroic suicide: in book 5, chapter 50, he pulls this. Kinslaying is a special kind of evil: undermined. Tariq is forced to kill Izil
because it is clear to him that Izil intends to start a continent-wide war between Levant and Procer. Mentor Occupational Hazard: He's somehow avoided ever falling into this despite being the Obi-Wan for decades. This is what leads Cat to take him seriously. The needs of the many: This is the driving force behind the Grey Pilgrim. At every turn, the role he plays as an agent of
Above is fundamental about reducing the suffering to the people of Calernia, regardless of cost. Old superhero: the oldest named hero encountered in the story so far, and he is able to perform truly awe-inspiring feats such as calling out whole pieces of celestial firmament (read: stars) on the battlefield. This is later revealed to be driven by Shine, its third aspect. Royal Blood: He is
from the Isbili family, and thus directly descandant of the first Grey Pilgrim, founder and first saint Seljun of Levante. In the Dominion, he is seen as royality under royality for the beeing of the Blood of the first Pilgrim and also sharing the Name. Shout-Out: His name 'The Grey Pilgrim' is one of Gandalf's nicknames. Technical Pacifist: Pilgrim does not kill his enemies directly - most
of his performances have characterized him healing teammates as opposed to wielding his light to kill. Moreover, when he uses lethal means (see the example above), it is always as a last resort and for what he believes is a higher purpose. The Saint of Swords (Laurence de Montfort)An old Proceran hero who Amadis' invasion of North Callow. Absurd Sharp Blade: Apparently
she can cut through magic and miracles. Unknown if there's anything special about her sword or if it's all in the way she wields it. From Book 5 it has been shown that her sword is a very normal sword. It's all in her skills and the fact that she has a living domain embodying the concept of sword Good Is Not Nice: Unlike her companion, Laurence is abrasive, ruthless, and utterly
uncompromising in the face of any opposition. She has nothing but contempt for most of Prince Amadis' faction under the Tenth Crusade. Jerkass: To put it simply she is an old and wrinkly dick who seems to take pleasure in making constant death threats to everyone, even her allies, and her action to solve a problem is to insult it and try to kill it, even when there might be a better
solution. Catherine calls her a bully, and given all her conversation with her and personality in general, se may be right. Murder is the best solution: Her main method for everything. Knight Templar: She doesn't seem to be one at first, but in the last additional chapter of Cordelia Hassenbach, Fatalism III, she leaves it pretty clear that she is more than willing to sacrifice the enteriety
of the Proceran Empire to defeat the Death King and Evil under the justification of: Good always wins. When Hassebanch confronts her about this she shrugs her shoulders in making it clear that she doesn't give a fuck about the countless dead procerans and instead simply tells her to focus on how a new thing will be born out of the mass destruction of her country. Not afraid to
die: She is aware that she is old and her time is running out against an enemy like the Dead King, but she has accepted that she is going to die problaby and is okay with it as long as she gets to take some undead with her. Old master: She is old, but she has constantly refined her skills as a swordwoman to the point that she can cut through armies. One-Man Army: This looks like
her shtick, along with absurdly sharp blade. Red Baron: Regicide Shout-Out: Her last name is probably a reference to Simon de Montfort the elder, one of the leaders of the Albigensian crusade. Rogue Sorcerer (Roland de Baumarais)A Proceran hero and magician who is part of the Tenth Crusade. He first supervises Amadis' Exploration Force and advises Rozala Malanza in her
strategy against Praesi/ Callowan sorceress. Its aspects are confiscate and use . Badass Longcoat: He has a leather with lots of pockets. Klingon Scientists Get No Respect: In his hometown, Beaumarais, his family is banned for their use of magic, although they help people with their skills. Weak, but competent: compared to another sorceress named such as Warlock, Onhant
The Witch of the Woods, the Rogue Sorcerer is weak as he can't use High Arcana. He invents it in cunning, common sense and the use of artifacts. Other heroes The exiled Prince (Dorian Theodosian)The rightful heir to the throne of the Free City of van banished by his evil uncle who took over the throne from him. The exiled prince and his loyal group of mercenaries, the Silver
Spears, join the Lies rebellion early on, which supplies most of the Rebellion's professional soldiers. After some initial success in the Legion's supply lines, the Prince is forced to withdraw after meeting The Captain. After ousting the exiled prince in Summerholm the fifteenth legion's first field assignment is to hunt down the Silver Spears. The Silver Spears meet them in battle at
one of the intersections of the Left Fork, and the Exiled Prince is treacherously and hilariously killed in the act of trying to challenge the Squire to some battles. Combat Pragmatist: He is a competent and ruthless commander, the circumstances leading to his death was actually a result of his pragmatism because he believed that The Squire would not be a match for him in a fight.
His downfall was in underestimating his opponent's pragmatism. Flat Character: Kairos calls this to his face. Good Is Dumb: Apparently didn't realize he needed to wear the helmet for his harness to turn away arrows from his face. Helmets are hardly heroic: His adherence to this trope hilariously leads to his downfall. Pet the Dog: He (rightly) calls out the Lone Swordsman for his
blatant racism. Prince Charming: Even by heroic standards, he is considered handsome. He also fits the personality part of this trope because he certainly doesn't have as much of a Jerkass as the Lone Swordsman, although he is willing to be ruthless in battle. Warrior Prince: It's kind of in the job description... The Page (Semia)The Exiled Prince's (very) dedicated sidekick, an
androgynous young woman adept with the rapier. After the death of her master, she leads the Silver Spears in the battle against the fifteenth legion. Catherine grants her the single combat that was denied to the Exiled Prince and The Page becomes the first hero to fall to the Squire. Ambiguous gender: seems to be a name thing. Like a tarot page or a cartomanic Jack, it seems
like the role wants to be two-for-the-price-of-one in person. Each character commenting on her appearance commemorates her gender at some point. No exceptions. Designated Girl Fight: Catherine's first single fight against a Named is also against another woman. Anyone can see it: Anyone can tell that they are totally in love with The Exiled Prince, except he ... (if necessary).
Foe-Tossing Charge: She uses some kind of name trick to tear a path through the poles laid down by sappers of the fifteenth and then cuts her way through their ranks until Catherine intervenes. Fragile Speedster: She's very fast with a rapier, but she eschews heavy armor, leaving her vulnerable to Catherine's simple tactics. The Augur (Agnes Hasenbach)The nephew of the
current First Prince of Procer who adopted the name of the Augur during the civil war in that country. Her name allows her to predict the future and learn from distant events by the flight of birds. Go Mad of Revelation: Is worried about this happening to her as she looks too deep into the wrong things. The Bard says this is not an unusual ending for seers. There would be a day
when she went too deep, saw things that went too far beyond her comprehension, that there would be no going back. Not very, not even close. Heart Is an Awesome Power: Ornithy is her main method of getting her very detailed omens. With a huge side of aviation - again. The Ophelia: She wears a skimpy sundress to the court, has a pale, waifish appearance and spends long
periods of time staring directly into the sun. Everyone at the court just rolls it because names are weird that way. Oracular Urchin: She's stuck here for as long as she's alive. With exceptionally blunt word salad in the bargain. She only misses Waif Prophet because she has Blue Blood, decent health and personal status. She only looks prickly and pale enough not to survive a stiff
breeze in full sun. The Wandering Bard (Almorava of Symra/ Aoede of Nicae)An Ashuran hero who joins the Lone Swordsman's party before the uprising begins in southern Callow. Ridiculously dressed, constantly throwing enough alcohol to kill a herd of cattle and a less-than-competent musician and singer, The Bard at first seems little more than comic relief. The jury is still out
on how much of her silliness is an act, but there is certainly more to Almorava of Smyrna than meets the eye. She has the Genre Savvy that is the hallmark of her profession, with an understanding of the workings of fate competed only by the Black Knight. She tends to appear (literally) when something particularly plot-relevant is going on; no matter how much violence is directed
her way she always manages to escape just in time; she seems to know intimate details of the events she must have seen far too young and if nothing else, her liver must be superhuman. The epilogue from Book 2 reveals that The Wandering Bard is actually a kind of body-hopping immortal entity that has lived since long before elves arrived at Calernia. The exact nature of this
entity is still mysterious, but it always seems to exist as a story-based name and although it changes bodies and identities, it retains all its memories. Apparently, it's scary enough to bully the Forever King. At the end of Book 2, Almorava of Smyrna dies (apparently from alcohol poisoning) and the name goes to a new host named Aoede van Nicae. The alcoholic: You'd be forgiven
for thinking that her powers just need to be fueled by the sheer amount of ethanol she chugs. The Lone Swordsman is quite disgusted by this feature; Thief, not so much, no - she picks up on some of the to this habit. Almorava dies, probably partly due to the effects of drug abuse as much as the plot demands the name get a new face at that dramatic moment. Short can live the
next dying liver of the the Bard: Aoede Edition - depending on how you chart that continuity of a life. Watch out for the Silly Ones: That weaving-drunk, overturn-off-furniture-or-roof-shingles, totally random strummer and quipper? She can tell holier-than-thou, xenophobic Elves to eff off from her business... And let them do it, too. Not. Later we learn why the elves fear her. She
manipulated them into a war with the Dead King, killing the son of the Elf king and turning them into an undeed servant. All because she thought that both the Dead King and the elves were being given a chance. Big Bad: As the story progresses we get hints that the Bard plays a much bigger game than anyone else with the possible exception of the Dead King, manipulating
events, toppling kingdoms, causing empires to fall into madness and bloodshed all for some vague purpose that would make anyone good or evil against her if they knew according to the Dead King once he discovered it. The Cynic: She might be fighting the Good Fight (or something like that), but she holds absolutely no illusions about how clean and tidy it all is. Didn't see that
coming: For all her Genre Savvy, she can, quite occasionally, get hit with this when people undermine the heck out of expected standards - or, absolutely insist on deconstructive Reality Ensues. Hierarchy calls her out using statecraft and legal means and, thereby, dismissing her existence until, presumably, she gets a date and time to throw up for her court appearance... I hit her
like a bucket of ice-cold water out of nowhere. That's on top of Tyrant basically setting her up for that little stunt in the first place. Drowning My Sorrows: This seems to be a very important part of why she drinks, far beyond the whole bards getting sloshing a lot of expectations heaped on the role. Although, there are strong hints that she often plays this for effect, too, by not being
nearly as drunk as her blood-alcohol number should suggest. Clearly, being the Wandering Bard is a terrible existence to endure, sober or drunk. The Fettered: There are apparently hard rules about what she can and can't do. One of them is that she can't get involved directly in the affairs of people without names unless they're invited. Friendly Enemy: Is surprisingly very cordial
with The Dead King. They've been thwarting each other for so long that both don't seem to take it personally anymore. Genre Savvy: Arguably the most savvy character in an entire cast full of them. That includes Black. Great Gazoo: She certainly functions as a seedy, cut-price model of the breed, making them easy to write off or to try to ignore teeth-clenching if she ambles by
doing or saying anything. Only Black (and possibly Scribe) seems able to squeak her random show-ups and charm. Other Calamities may also but most people are not so well able to. Manipulative Mongrel: Thanks to its weaponised genre-savviness and and To be where the plot should take her to go, she is uniquely placed to manipulate the fate of villains and heroes with great
effect. Mysterious Backer: She's been influencing creation for so long that even The Dead King considers her old. New powers like the Plot Requirements: Fewer new powers and more new locations as the plot demands. Black notes that she probably flashes out of creation when she's not needed anywhere. Seems to be able, among other things, peek at the 'script' and somehow
even bang for the Elves. Seems to be specifically able to follow the threads of the story (and even tweak it indirectly) by appearing on something particularly important or relevant... although this is not without limits. Older than they watch: Played with. Initially implicit to just a personality quirk it is revealed at the end of Book 2 that they are essentially a body-hopping immortal entity
that pre-dates before the arrival of the Elves or the Miezans on the continent of Calerina. Her body is exactly as old as it looks, her mind on the other side... Reality Warper: Amadeus believes it's actually the other way around: reality distorts her more than she does. He's 100% right about this. The Wandering Bard wears many unfortunate faces, but she's still not free to do what
she wants. Seen It All: Has this attitude, just adding to its general air of unreliable cynicism. With her, it's a really bad case of TV Tropes Will Ruin Your Life, though. Little, if anything, will ever be completely new to a Bard in a world running on story. Let alone one as old as she is. Stealth Hi/Bye: She has the least conspicuous name of all we've seen. The only one sensitive enough
to notice her presence with Name-Sense, so far, is Black Knight. She also regularly draws this trope on her teammates, not just the Villains. Spoony Bard: In spades. She contributes little, if anything in terms of obviously useful skills to her party. Unless you count snark, terrible humor, drunken stupors or random, barely applicable general knowledge useful when trying to, for
example, chase Calamities. She's a Lethal Joke Character who happens to juggle a whole drawer full of bigger photo spoons. Stepford Snarker: She's snarky, good. But, it's as much of a defense mechanism as it is part of the job description. Torture is ineffective: The Dead King dissected her once to try to figure out how her powers work. Not only did he find nothing, but they
snarked at him throughout the process. Unwitting instigator of Doom: Not exactly ignorant, but she seems to literally only be able to give advice, not control people's actions. She can nudge the rock, but there will inevitably be trails along the mountain that take it in places where I'd rather not see it go. Wild Card: Although always on Team Good, how she goes about it looks pretty
random to outsiders. She does things her way and for what she deems the greater good, even if it screws herself and her teammates over in some some Morally ambiguous names Refuge The Fifth Calamity and Black's lover. The descendants of an exiled admiral from across the Tyrian Sea and one of the few elves on the continent ever to leave the Golden Bloom, Hye Su was
several centuries old by the time she met the Calamities. The Ranger does not fit neatly into the role of either hero of villain and prefers to go her own way, which she is able to do quite successfully, both through her friendship with the Calamities and the fact that she is perhaps the most dangerous fighter on the continent of Calernia. The Ranger fought with the Calamities to place
Malicia on the throne of Praes, but left the realm forever after the second field of Streges, apparently out of disgust for the Empress. She now rules the forest settlement of Refuge as The Lady of the Lake. Her aspects are Learning, Perfect and Transcend. Arrogant Kung-Fu Guy: Although she prides herself on not living up to the whole Jerkass Elf package, she's still much better
than most when it comes to stealth and fighting. And, she will let you know that with depressing ease. Badass Normal: Undermined hilarious. She has a name, but where other Named get a raw power boost or spectacular and destructive skills her aspects just make her really *really* good. Throw 200 years of training and fight against the strongest opponents they can find on top
for good measure and you have the strongest fighter on the continent who breaks into the city of the dead for *pleasure*. Challenge Seeker: The Bonus Chapter aimed at her implies that this is basically what she lived for before meeting Black and joining the Calamities. I'm the Ranger, she said. I hunt people who are worth hunting. Rejoice, you're eligible. Friend Versus Lover: She
was the lover of Malicia's friend and when Black finally chose his friend she left. Immortality begins at 20: get the standard fantasy elf package. Really 700 years old: Well, at least two hundred. Vitrolic Best Buds: With the Dead King, of all men. The Archer (Indrani)For tropics relevant to The Sagittarius, see her entry in the Woe map. Characters without names The Dread Empire of
Praes Nobles Aristocrats Are Evil: They are the top dogs in an evil realm for a reason. They treat murder as an oft-practiced art form and make deals with demons and devils. The beautiful elite: Nobles in the Wasteland breed for appearance, as well as longevity, magical power and cleverness. As a result, members of old families like the High Lords are often incredibly
handsome/beautiful and can afford to dress accordingly. Deadly decadent Court: At the imperial court in Ater, nobles dress like peacocks, chairs are encrusted with gold and fist-sized rubies, murder is completely acceptable when done in the right way, and all wine and food is poisoned: as deadly as it is decadent. Barika UnontiThe heiress of a small Praesi holding company and
one of Akua Sahelian's entourage, as well as a mediocre magician. Barika is valued more by Akua for loyalty than connections or or Catherine kills Barika during the first battle of Liesse. Butt-Monkey: Barika gets the shit kicked out of her quite a bit. On her first meeting with Catherine the Squire, her fingers break just to make a point. Eventually it culminates in Catherine
performing Barika with a crossbow after finally getting fed up with her nonsense. Deader Than Dead: After killing her Catherine goes the extra mile by having her buried in a nearby sacred ground to make sure she won't come back. Fin Gore: Catherine breaks one of her fingers the first time they meet. Smug snake: contributes very little to Team Heiress besides smugness.
Villainous Friendship: Akua seems to be closer to Barika than her other flunkies, although this doesn't stop Akua from using her as a distraction in a way that eventually got her killed. The Army of the Legions of Terror The Empire. Previously considered replaceable cannon fodder by the Dreaded Emperors and their Noble counterparts, the Legions underwent major reforms
overseen by The Black Knight after Malicia I was given the throne. The legions now take non-humans as both regular troopers and officers rather than just as auxiliaries and are now one of the highest quality professional armies at Calernia, with a particular focus on magical support and siege warfare utilizing goblin alchemy. Their philosophy has changed and organized around
the Black Knight's Maxim from 'One Sin (Defeat), One Grace (victory)'. Combat Pragmatist: A sin, a grace. Equal Opportunity Evil: Key to the philosophy of the reformed legions. All species and culture of the empire are represented among the officers of the Legion and their higher ranks include even stranger creatures such as a dragon and a vampire as generals. Magic Knight:
Magical support is an area of particular attention to them. Magic is the only area where modern legions emphasize quantity over quality. Marshall Grem One-EyeThe first Orc Chieftain to offer his support to the uprising of Empress Malicia. Now the imperial armies commands defending the Red Flower Vales. Marshall RankerA goblin matron whose tribe supported Black and Malicia
in the civil war. Now the Legions responsible for keeping the Duchy of Daoine subdued. General Istrid KnightsbaneThe second Orc Chieftain joined Malicia's rebellion. Now commands the Sixth Legion, one of two stationed in Summerholm at the beginning of the story. General Juniper is Istrid's daughter. The Fifteenth Legion The latest of the Legions of Terror, formed just as the
Liesse rebellion begins and drawn almost entirely from new recruits and war college graduates. Catherine wins command of the legion in the melee at the end of book one, and leads it into battle in book two. Band: Catherine and the Squire Faction form a: The Big Bad: Catherine The Dragon: Hakram and Juniper have the role in two different ways: Hakram is Catherine's right-
hand man, bodyguard and close confidant. While Juniper Juniper Real second-in-command who does most of the work leading her troops into battle. The Brute: Nauk in straight-up battles and Robber with... The Evil Genius: Masego with Magic, Pickler with Technology, and Ratface with deliveries The Dark Chick: Killian and Aisha Rag Tag Bunch Of Misfits: Much of the officer
pool comes from Rat Company, which was the worst company at war college with a year-long losing streak. Furthermore, about half of the rank-and-file Callowan, largely recruited from criminals. Fortunately, the XO is the War College's most successful graduate in living memory, and she is eager to whip it into shape. Also, the Rat Company officers, for all their endearing flaws,
are generally competent within their own areas of expertise, as long as they are well managed. Perhaps most importantly, the Legion has a charismatic Callowan leader to bring them all together, and a small but growing group named to lead the charge. Legate Juniper of the Red ShieldsThe leader of the most successful company at the Praesi war college. Catherine's company is
assigned to being pitted against her in Catherine's sparring battle, which Catherine barely manages to turn into a victory. After the war game, Catherine discovers that Juniper is the daughter of the famous General Istrid Knightsbane, but determined to make a name for it without special treatment. In the great melee ordered by Empress Malicia, Catherine and Juniper are pitted
against each other a second time, but Catherine manages to bring Juniper to terms, agreeing to a tie in exchange for Juniper's name her bequest (Second-in-command) when she takes command of the Fifteenth Legion. In recognition of her role in Catherine's victories in Three Hills, Marchford and Liesse, Juniper is the youngest Praesi General since the reforms following the end
of the Liesse Uprising. Blood Knight: A more subtle version of this than is typical for orcs: there's nothing Juniper loves more than war and crushing her enemies, albeit with superior tactics rather than bloody melee. She blames her mother. Colonel Badass: The closest approach to her rank, a bequest is believed to lead a roughly regiment-sized unit of 2000 troops. In the quirky
organization of the Fifteenth she is in fact the Legion's Executive Officer with Catherine as CO. Later a Four-Star Badass. Commander Contrarian: If she puts her foot down, there's no denouement to her without much work. Disc-One Final Boss: She is the climactic enemy of book one. Odd friendship: She and Aisha rub along surprisingly well, given their respective types. The
common denominator is smart women who like to ship things shape and Bristol fashion, but are surrounded by chronically profligate mess puppies. Overranked Military: Appointed Legate straight out of War University (as part of a quid pro quo with Kat, who received a generalship straight from the university for political and/or Nominated reasons). Is promoted to general general a
year as a reward for her extreme competence in the field. The straight man: Has an ordinance approved stick in her ass. The strategist: Since the moment she was introduced as a student in the War College, Juniper has lost exactly once - to Catherine, who used a name to scrape through with a technical victory. She has been in two battles since she joined the Fifteenth,
commanding a pure infantry force against an army that outnumbered two against one (with cavalry) and a gruesome force of devils and damaged mercenaries. Both were a Curb-Stomp Battle because of its superior tactics. Later fights continue this trend. Commander Nauk of the Waxing MoonsA lieutenant in Rat company and the only officer besides Catherine to escape the rout
at the beginning of the war games. Nauk is an aggressive and somewhat idiosyncratic orc, but he's not too proud to acknowledge Catherine's leadership when she brings the survivors to safety. With Hakram he becomes the first of its core of support within Rat Company and is rewarded with the command of a Kabili in the newly formed Fifteenth Legion. Berserker: Not specifically
noted to be this, since the Berserker Orcs can control and manage it at least somewhat. He has the Red Rage and will attack everything, including allies, if he gets significant emotional or physical trauma. Book Dumb: Relative. He is hopeless with the paperwork, being much more of an active and enthusiastic coal-face kind of person. Bruiser with a Soft Center: By orc standards,
Nauk is actually a great ol' softy, especially with his emotional response to Nilin's death. Came back wrong: After a Summer Court fae burns across half his head, the healing magicians were initially planning to let him die, but Catherine refused. Eventually brought back by Warlock, but his perspective in the Battle of the Camps shows that he now has serious anger problems,
difficulty remembering things, and a deeply warped view of the world. A father of his men: A gruff and liable to growl at them as his boys and lasses fluff the one, sure - but he'll trudge through the worst with them and defend them to the vest if they're wronged. Commander HuneThe ogre Commander of the Second Kabili of the Legion, Hune was the commander of a company at
War College (although not one of the top five). Pretty introverted and a stickler for rules, we otherwise know pretty little about Hune. Staff Tribune Aisha BisharaThe commander of one of the war college's top five companies, Aisha is a Taghreb noblewoman who has nevertheless fully assimilated into the culture of the Legions of Terror. Ratface's ex-girlfriend and Juniper's best
friend, Aisha still allies with Catherine during the melee, and then betrays and is betrayed by her. When Catherine commands the Fifteenth on she takes Aisha into her general staff at juniper's insistence, making Aisha the legion's only high-born senior officer. A day in the spotlight: Along with Ratface she gets much more that her usual amount of focus during the short story.
Hakram and Robber too, but it's less noticeable because they already have more screen time. Blue Blood: Her bloodline is one of the oldest and most powerful natives in the Tarhgreb - for all, it's not one of the, currently, more important. She doesn't like to emphasize this, even though she knows her way around Tower politics. Play with fire: Downplayed, because she has no
active flame-throwing magic for her. However, there is a jinn in her family tree. She never gets sunburn, and good luck trying to burn her at the stake without help... Odd friendship: She and Juniper, often the calm voices of sweet reason, may be on surprisingly good, given their backgrounds. Good-looking Privates: She's the Tarhgreb equivalent of a bomb (think of every last over-
senseized version of Sheherazade, ever). And, an ice queen. Spare to the Throne: She is the reserve-third in line with a small lordship. The Spymaster: She will be assigned this role towards the end of the Liesse campaign. Supply Tribune RatfaceThe Captain of Rat Company, to which Catherine is assigned when she arrives at War College. After suffering a twelfth humiliating
defeat, barely redeemed by Catherine leading a small remnant of the company to victory, he graciously surrenders the company's command to Catherine and continues to serve as one of her lieutenants. The bastard son of a noble Taghreb, Ratface (real name Hasan Qara) fled from his father's possessions when his father tried to have him killed to clear the line of succession. He
stole enough money on his way out to finance his first year at the war college, and then turned to smuggling weapons and drugs to Ater to fund the rest of his education. While his tactical skills leave something to be desired, Ratface's 'unusual' background makes him well suited to a role as a quartermaster, and his underworld connections are also useful for gathering intelligence
on the campaign trail. Catherine recruits him to the Fifteenth as Supply Tribune. Archenemon Papa: Let's just say their relationship is a little fraught and involves attempted murder on both sides... Bastard Bastard: Sure, he's our bastard, but still. If he's having a great day, someone else generally isn't. Butt-Monkey: Oh yeah. He gets his ass handed to him in the first wargame, then
is left to the enemy midway through the second. Not to mention his constant, unrequited love for Aisha. He gets several opportunities to shine in Book Two and the Conspiracy short story. Killed Offscreen: A knife on the back of the neck courtesy of Malacia's murder campaign against the new Kingdom of Callow. Corrupt quartermaster: He'll find a way to get something. Just...
don't ask questions you don't want to answer about how. High School Was this... continue the crowds after he leaves. The Scrounger: Getting things is his thing. Senior Mage KillianThe Lieutenant Commander Rat Company mage line, Killian is caught early in the first war game, but only saved halfway through and helps Catherine to win. A Duni from the Green Stretch, Killian's
magical ability is handicapped by her Fey ancestry causing her to lose consciousness as she draws too much power. It also doesn't help with the discrimination she's already suffering because she's Duni. Nevertheless Killian is an experienced magician, and her strength proves crucial in the final battle of the second war game. After taking command of the Fifteenth Legion,
Catherine took Killian to her general staff as Senior Mage. Catherine begins to nurse a crush on the redheaded magician during the second war game and sexual tension builds during the march from Ater to Summerholm. After confronting the Lone Swordsman there, the two begin a relationship that becomes increasingly cuter, even as the campaign darkens and becomes bolder
and Catherine's actions become increasingly ruthless. Killian also forms a friendship with Masego. Ambiguous Bi: Like Catherine, there are hints that she swings mostly girl-sections, but not exclusively so. The Chick: Oh yeah. Killian is gentle, sensitive, supportive, and seemingly almost everyone's friend, despite her ability to set people on fire. In the first book she was able to
share the Evil Genius role with Pickler, but in book two this role is taken up by The Apprentice. Evil Redhead: Technically. After all, she's an officer in the Legions of Terror. Fiery Redhead: Again, in the sense that she can literally set you on fire. Healing hands: One of her skills lies in having decent healing magic. Play with fire: Although, she's a little better throwing fireballs over.
And lightning. Shock and Awe: Her signature move. Understanding Boyfriend: To Catherine from soon in the second book. Weak but competent: Her Fey blood gives her more control when using magic, but as she tries to draw power above a certain threshold it tries to modify her body to reflect her Fey heritage (growing wings, etc.). It's possible that if she could overcome this
handicap she might be able to get high arcana, but obviously that's never going to happen... Senior Sapper PicklerThe last lieutenants of Rat Company, who commanded the Sapper line. Like the rest of Rat Company's officers Pickler has a quirk that prevents her from getting above her rank, in her case she is obsessed with the technical aspect of her craft and has minimal
competence and less skill in the tactical or strategic aspects of officer training. That said, as long as she has competent subordinates to manage her unit on the battlefield, she is an ingenious siege engineer, able to realize innovations that can turn whole battles around. That's why she's being recruited to the Fifteenth General Staff as a senior sapper. Blue Blood: Technically, her
blood Like most goblins, but she's the daughter of a matron. Bunny-Ears Advocaat: Think of a greener, smaller, crazier and feminine Q... Cut His Heart Out with a Spoon: Can Be Utterly Colorful for mishandling her lovelies, i.e. siege engines. Dude Magnet: She is the object of affection of both Nauk and Robber, this has her somewhat bewildered as Goblins generally only partner
as part of a highly structured breeding program. The evil genius: she is to technology what apprentice is to magic. Skewed priorities: Pickler can perversely enjoy the attention she gets, but neither boy behind her (though both have charms) meets her own, personal standards. Neither can build a trebuchet from scratch to save their lives. Still, mother wouldn't approve: a trebuchet is
not as good a sign of reliability as a healthy dam or some other form of engineering. Pickler feels vaguely guilty for not finding things that aren't tactical or chemical engineering all that exciting in a potential partner. Senior Tribune NilinNauk's sergeant in Rat Company, a gentle Soninke boy with an interest in architecture. Drafted into the Fifteenth Legion as second-in-command of
Nauk's Kabili. Nilin is killed fighting the Silver Spears in the Battle of Three Hills. Several weeks later, Ratface discovered by researching his effects that he had been a spy for the Truebloods since before he entered the War College. Black Dude Dies First: Downplayed, like most Praes ethnicities, and the fifteenth, are dark-skinned, but he is notable as the only prominent black
man. Nice Guy: Nilin is so universally loved that the revelation that he is a traitor seriously damages morale, even weeks after his death. Punch-Clock Villain: It's implied that it worked for Akua's house or never graduated from the academy for him. Tribune RobberBest described as the conscious equivalent of a walking bag of razor blades, Robber is a Goblin's Goblin's Goblin'
Goblin. Irreverent, murderous and so infuriatingly clever that a council of goblin matrons chose to admit him to the Legions pretty much just to give him someone else's problem. Catherine first tells the story of Tribune Robber when she stumbles into a last-minute appointment as a lieutenant in Rat Company on the eve of a war game against Juniper's First Company. Ambushed
and surrounded on the first night of the games, Callow and her desperate troopers are rescued from certain defeat by the then Sergeant Robber and his daring tenth of goblin scouts, leading them to safety at night. Robber later accidentally offers Catherine with the idea for the Suicide Goats as well as leading the group that provides the necessary corpses. He is later appointed to
the grandstand in the newly formed 15th Legion under Senior Sapper Pickler. He later takes command of a disengaged cohort dedicated to reconnaissance, sabotage, murder and all forms of irregular warfare. Casual Danger Dialog: Always Has a Witty even in the middle of a pitched fight. Collector of the Strange: Repeated references are made to his pot of eyeballs, but it's never
clearly indicated whether this is an exaggeration or not. Heroic Comedic Sociopath: Cat Is Eternal Forever He pointed out her enemies instead of her. Mad Bomber: Few things in life cheer him up like a big explosion. Mild Military: Has a 'unique' approach to military courteousness. Rated M for Manly: Explained by Pickler as the goblin equivalent of this trope. Sneaky, underhanded,
and smart and always showing off. Pungeon Master: As he starts puns, the conversation runs downhill quickly. Prosecutors to the Name of Squire Prosecutors to the Name of SquireWhen Black Knight Chooses Catherine as his Squire there are already several candidates vying for the role. When Black and Catherine pass through Summerhome on their way to Praes she meets
the other plaintiffs and they compete for the name by hunting down the Lone Swordsman. Catherine is the only survivor. Disc-One Final Boss: Along with William the Plaintiffs are the main antagonists of the first arc of the story. Five-Token Band: Between the three of them and Catherine, they have one of each of the most important human ethnic groups of the empire (Soninke,
Taghreb and Callowan, although no Duni or Deoraithe, unless Catherine counts as a Twofer Token Minority) plus a goblin to represent the non-humans. Quirky Miniboss Squad Chider ( The Squire)The first goblin ever to claim the name of Squire, Chider is the one who forms a truce and agrees to settle their claims by competing to catch the Lone Swordsman. She takes a bribe
from Heiress to kill Catherine, but fails and she's killed by the Lone Swordsman. The Heiress resuscitates Chider's body for later use as a weapon against Catherine. During the First Battle of Liesse, Heiress is able to capture Catherine and get rid of her name, bringing the name back to the Undead Chider. However, Chider does not have time to develop her strength as a squire
before she is permanently destroyed by Catherine. As the Squire Chider's first aspect would have been Survival, except that Catherine destroyed her before she could end up saying the word. Death is cheap the dragon: serves this role for Heiress in the climax of book 2. Kill It with Fire: First character in the series to use Goblinfire. Red right hand: She is all red, unlike most
goblins who are generally green or yellow. Shadow Archetype: She gets this to Catherine after she takes the mantle of Squire-Catherine has to defeat her without using her name, and with it she heals the damage that the Demon of Corruption did to her name. TamikaA Soninke girl who wears a white veil and fights with a spear. Also another Soninke girl wearing black and fighting
with a crossbow. It's not clear if they're sisters or duplicates or whatever, but it probably doesn't matter, because both are killed in Summerhome-one by Catherine and the other by The Lone Swordsman. Ach RashidA Taghreb boy wearing robes and a clay mask and fighting with a scimitar. Jerkass: Would it kill him not to speak to Bigot for five minutes? Indirectly, it killed him by
alienating every last candidate, so there it is. That. Masked man: He tries so hard once. However, all the other candidates for the name find it slightly more annoying than the intended scary. Smug snake: It actually seems to have been one of his aspects- he became more powerful when he taunted and tormented an injured Catherine. We barely knew Ye: Cub, he deserved it... The
Kingdom of Callow Rulers and Nobles Elizabeth Talbot, Countess of MarchfordThe best commander among the surviving Callowan nobles. She becomes the de facto leader of the first Liesse Uprising. Marchford is betrayed by her peasant taxes, which she surrendered to Black Knight in exchange for mercy. She is executed along with The Marchioness of Vale after both refuse to
serve the Empire. Action Girl Anti-Climax Boss: Invoked. Black manipulates events to make the defeat of her main Rebel Army a total Anti-Climax, which means that the narrative weight shifts to Catherine's confrontation with the Lone Swordsman and Heiress in Liesse. Face Death with Dignity: She is willing to hang up instead of submitting to Black and the Empress, Black lets
her die painlessly from poison instead. Lady of War Supporting Leader: She leads the military side of the Liesse Rebellion, the Aragorn to the Lone Swordsman's Frodo. Gaston Caen, Duke of LiesseThe exiled Duke of Liesse and the figurehead of the First Liesse Rebellion. A generally shiftless and incompetent leader, remarkable only for his foresight in fleeing callow before
Laure had fallen to the Empire in the Conquest. The Duke is killed by Assassin outside Vale, who crushes the collapse of the rebel army. Anne Kendal, the Baroness DormerOne of the mid-ranking peers among the Liesse Rebels (and the only one to survive the war.), The Heiress invades Callow with her mercenaries and marresses Dormer early in the war, allowing the Baroness
to spend most of the war defending her own country. When the Fifteenth Liesse reaches, she commands the Callowans in the garrison. After the legion of violations of walls Catherine offers conditions to the baroness who accepts them, bringing the rebellion to the final conclusion. After the war Catherine ensures that the life of the baroness is spared and she is the first Callowan,
after the Squire, to be offered a seat on the new Ruling Council of Callow. Celeb Crush: Catherine got over it, but a brief glimpse of the Baroness as a child was what Catherine learned that she loved girls. Les Collaborators: She becomes one after the uprising failed as a member of the ruling council of the Empire. Know when to Fold 'Em: She surrenders to the squire instead of
condemning her men to death. Laser-Guided Karma: She was the only great leader of the uprising who failed in it for her own political gain, and ends up being the only one to have the chance to surrender to the Squire and thus survive the war. Pragmatic hero: Although not a Named, officially official Hero, she is actually this. She always keeps a level head. As a result, although
good for her toenails, she its head to the reality of Evil that is currently far too entrenched in Callow to defeat directly without destroying not only the sociopolitical entity that is Callow, but also the people and the countryside. Would that be more official Heroes thought that way. She works to mitigate the effects of evil running things as much as possible, hoping good reigns along



the line and Callow still there to save. The world's most beautiful woman: at least the most beautiful woman in Callow. When Catherine has to formulate a list of the hottest women she's ever seen, Dormer is the first person she thinks of. But she admits that even the Baroness has nothing on the Empress. The Duchy of Daoine The Duchy of DaoineAn ethnically distinct,
autonomous region in the north of Callow, bordering the elves kingdom in the Golden Bloom. The Deoraithe (as humans are called) are the descendants of the original human inhabitants of the Golden Blooms, who were driven from their lands by the elves centuries ago. They guard Callow's border with the orcs of the steppes as they make plans to one day return to their
homeland. Badass Army: The Watch uses a number of unknown magical means to give itself superhuman abilities. Besides ridiculous amounts of training. It has finally become apparent that the source of the watch's power is a necromantic construction made of the spirits of all the Deoraithe who have died since the loss of the Golden Bloom to the elves. Combat Pragmatist: The
Deoraithe, and especially The Watch are known for a brutally efficient approach to war and politics. Duchess KeganThe ruler of Daoine since before the conquest. Kegan was able to negotiate a fair degree of autonomy in her relationship with the Praes and has so far been reluctant to compromise by involving herself in any rebellion or other mischief. Lady of War Les
Collaborators: In some ways. She fought against the empire (and lost) during the first conquest, but since then has ruled the contents of her duchy with minimal interference from the tower. The principle of Procer Rulers and Nobles First Prince Cordelia HassenbachThe ruler of the Principate of Procer, the ranking great power of Calernia and the most powerful nation aligned with
the side of good. The ruler of one of the northern principalities of the Principate, Hassenbach ascended to the throne of the Principate in the aftermath of a long and bloody civil war and has spent time involved in a cold war against the Empress Malicia's agents across the continent. The First Prince believes that the Praesi cannot be allowed to keep Callow, and plans to launch a
tenth crusade to drive them back to the wasteland and unite the forces of Good behind Ain't Too Proud to Beg: When faced with the impossible task of rolling back the undead armies of the dead king, Cordelia gets on her knees and begs Catherine, the same woman whose country she declared a crusade on and had underestimated routinely and spoken spoken to save procer
from destruction. It works. Nemesis: to Empress Malicia. Badass Normal: Cordelia may not be a Named or even a competent warrior in her own right, but she is still a ruthless and capable politician who can play Xanatos Speed Chess with the best of them. Good Is Not Nice: Reigning Procer is a balancing act, and she's certainly not afraid to chop off or stabilize bits of it. Not so
different: Cordelia and Malicia are really very similar, both political pragmatists in similar political situations. Her devotion to her country is also similar to Catherine's. Refusal of call: In Book 5 Interlude: And Yet We Stand, Cordelia refuses the opportunity to get a heroic name, and refuses a villainous one and a few moments later. Cordelia: This country will have no queen, no
empress, no pale director to stand above all others. She's the king: that's the first prince for you, farmer. The Woman Wearing the Queenly Mask: An inversion, much like her nemesis Malicia in that she's a ruthless and determined political operator playing the role of The High Queen. Prince Klaus PapenheimThe prince of Hannoven and Cordelia Hasenbach's most important
general. Prince Klaus grew up in defense of the Lycaonese Principalities of the Ratmen and the Kindgdom of the Dead, then went on to lead his niece, Cordelia's troops to victory in the Proceran Civil War.With the inauguration of the 10th Crusade, Klaus is placed in command of the Proceran forces sent to the Red Flower Vales. Prince Amadis MillenanThe prince of Iserre. He
kept his principality largely out of the Civil War and became the main leader of the opposition after Cordelia Hasenbach came to power. Amadis supports an expansionist policy for the Principate, against the guidelines of the First Prince. Prince Amadis is placed in command of the Proceran army that invades Callow via the Staircase at the beginning of the 10th Crusade. Princess
Rozala MalanzaThe Princess of the Principality of Aequitan. In the High Assembly, she is opposed to Cordelia Hasenbach because the First Prince allowed her mother, the former Princess of Aequitan, to commit suicide. Malanza comes from a long line of military commanders and is one of the best generals in Procer. She's the army field commander who invaded Callow in the
10th Crusade. Worthy Adversary: as general for Catherine and Juniper. She is the only royal in the invading army that takes the Callowan army seriously, and she implements smart measures to counter their strengths, such as their field engines and magicians. Species Drow The Empire Ever Dark Ambiguous Gender: Drow considers the powerful (The Mighty) to be above
concepts such as gender. Referring to powerful Drow with anything other than a gender-neutral term is seen as an insult. Asexuality: as a rule, have little to no sexual or romantic desire. Reproduction is seen as a chore for the weak Drow to occasionally participate in the of the Sigil up. On the other hand, rape is unheard of in their culture. Chronic Backstabbing Disorder: When
you get another Drow's life force/magical energy/knowledge by killing them and harvesting the Night of Their Corpse, and your society is based on Asskicking Equals Authority, the concept of loyalty or swearing oaths seems rather strange. Fight by Champion: Their society emphasizes the powerful tribal leader (Sigil-Holders), lieutenants (Rylleh), and other Mighty in the hierarchy
over the cattle of the rest of the civilians and soldiers in a Sigil. As a result, if the Sigil-Holder and lieutenants are killed, the majority of a Sigil will surrender. Klingon Promotion: Drow can only gain status by harvesting the Night from the bodies of others. The more powerful, the more Night a Drow has. This makes it very tempting to take out one's leader and absorb his power.
Soldier vs. Warrior: Firmly on the Warrior side, to their detriment when the organized, better equipped Soldier Dwarfs invade. Rudimentary Empire: They live in the ruins of the vast underground cities carved with ancient poetry and the tainted art of their once great civilization. Dwarves The Kingdom under Adam Smith hates your guts: They make the best weapons, and siege
engines known in this world. They certainly don't sell that to surface dwellers though. Instead, they sell cheaper, less powerful models and keep the good things for their own armies. This is the main reason why the Praesans value Gobinsteel and Goblin-made siege engines so much. They also have a habit of stealing magical artifacts, and then selling it back to surface dwellers as
wonders of dwarf forging a few decades later. Dug Too Deep: Usually the cause of this. They claim rights to everything below a certain depth. A mine that belongs to another species that goes too deep is seen as theft, and is not taken properly. One-Gender Race: Implicit to this, if no one is really sure how they reproduce. There are rumors that they can swallow a stone and spit a
dwarven baby a few months later though. Our dwarves are all the same: Slightly below average human height, rock-like skin, uncertain longevity, rather secretive, and sporty Badass Beards. Fantastic racism: They generally see their ephemeral, technologically-backwards upstairs neighbors as inherently inferior, in an Innocently Insensitive way. They don't consider man sensitive
enough to actually hold property, and are visibly bewildered when Catherine claims that someone is her subordinate. For them, all people are so primitive that the idea that they have a hierarchy in them is funny. Guilt-Free Extermination War: Against the Drow, which occupy the underground areas of the North East. They don't keep a real wants to move towards the Drow, but want
the territory and view Drow as nothing more than vermin. Higher-Tech Species: Much more advanced in this aspect than any known society, except of course the mysterious Gnomes. The The for Mead: They consider it a bad form to drink while negotiating... Because it's too light. They have harder to drink over business. Sticky Fingers: Since other species cannot own property in
their eyes, everything on the surface is free game. Since resistance can be met with entire cities being sunk into the ground and survivors slaughtered, surface-dwellers allow. A notable example is a Human Nobleman almost completely bankrupt after having to buy back his own family jewels from a dwarf. Elves The Golden Blooms ambiguous sex: Their marble-like skin, slender
physique, and generally inhuman appearance make them seem rather androgynous. Absolute xenophobic: Elves on other continents actually live alongside other species and semi-often intertwined. The Golden Bloom Elves are an extremely racist splinter group. Childless Dystopia: No elf has been born on the Calernia since they arrived. Fantastic racism: They see all non-elves,
and non-Heroes as vermin, and will kill anyone who approaches The Golden Bloom. Genocide Backfire: When they arrived at Calernia, they slaughtered all the previous inhabitants of their forest. This earned the absolute hatred of the surviving Deoraithe, and accidentally cursed the country into a childless Dystopia. Good Is Not Nice: Technically be considered well aligned, but
certainly not friendly. Half-Human Hybrid: These are rare, with the only known being Ranger. The Elves of Golden Bloom see them as an insult to their Master Race and try to kill them. Our elves are different: They are relatively immortal, impossibly fast and strong, and better at magic than any other race. Sacred Language: If for some reason they have to interact with non-Elves,
they use supernatural body language or mental projections of concepts. Using inferior tongues is seen as degrading. However, the idea of a man speaking the Elvish Tongue is seen as absolutely heinous blasphemy. Screw This, I'm Outta Here!: Their response to Dread Empress Triumphant's Conquest and the Tenth Crusade was to faze The Golden Bloom out of Creation so
they wouldn't have to participate. Fae Seasonal Courts Blue-and-Orange Morals: They run on tropes, not morals. Unless a very specific trope they have as their embodiment leave them, of course. In a very specific way that needs to be tailored to the story that is being played out. Born-Again Immortality: Fae are reborn when their Seasonal Court is reformed into an ever-repeating
cycle. Cold iron: Iron weapons cause them immense, often debilitating pain. The Honest People: Boy, howdy. They are slightly more ideas and themes than they are actual personalities. Very powerful, very extreme ideas. Physical God: The more powerful Fae Nobles are more or less this. Especially true of the king and queen. Seasonal baggage: The two of Fae present at any
given time always represent two opposing seasons in a continuous cycle. The Summer Court Fae generally have fire or natural powers, while the Winterhof Winterhof often have darkness, ice or wind forces. They really don't like each other. The Wild Hunt Carnival of Murderers: They are sociopaths who will look happy as one of their own is tortured and humiliated in front of them.
They have no interest in deadly conflicts or moral code. They just love to kill. Doom Troops: For Catherine. They have been sadisticly hunting humans and other creatures in the Waning Woods for thousands of years. Humanity's recent wars are just a chance to hunt more entertaining game. Lieutenant Larat, former prince of the Winter Court, is their current leader. He has no love
for the others, but keeps them in line to avoid punishment on himself. Catherine calls him her Treacherous Lieutenant. Mounted Combat/Lightning Bruiser: Their specialty because of their surprisingly vicious Unicorns and ability to use portals between dimensions. Seasonal baggage: seemingly reversed. They are composed of Fae from both the Summer and Winter Court, and
show no internal division in this direction. Masego wants to dissect some to find out what it is that sets them apart from other Fae. Giants The Titanomachy Body Language: Giants are involved to have a complex and meaningful system of nonverbal communication. The White Knight and The Witch of the Woods, two heroes trained by Giants, can use it to communicate. Great
Offscreen War: Procer apparently attacked the Titanomachy in a particularly brutal or unexpected way a few generations ago. Whatever happened, the First Prince wasn't at all surprised when the Giants didn't show up to participate in the Procean-centered Tenth Crusade. Magic Music: The Witch of the Woods is a spellsinger taught by the Giants. This form of magic can become
so powerful that a practitioner once created a large lake (now called The Titan's Pond) as collateral damage from a fight. The nose knows: When The White Knight was ship-wrecked on the banks of the Titanomachy, the first Giant to find him could immediately smell the lingering smell of the Seraphim on him. Only friend: The Dominion of Levant is the only country they tend to
communicate with. Others, they tend to attack on sight. Leprechaun's unknown bungling inventor: heavily inverted. They're scary competent. The Dreaded: Their location, territory and government are all completely unknown. They are apparently looking at everything everyone does, including underground, remote Goblin researchers. They are responsible for destroying the version
of Atlantis in one day. No one wants to bother them. The Black Knight immediately rushed off to destroy the Goblin Tribe responsible for earning a red letter to Praes, only to find out on arrival that the tribe had already killed all of their researchers and destroyed the findings. Higher-Tech Species: They have Machines and civilization-extermination weapons, while all other species
are still mastering siege weapons and medieval warfare. Medieval Stasis / Enforced Technology Technology Their only apparent reason for communicating with other species is to prevent any civilization from becoming too technologically advanced. Rule of three: They send a red warning letter the first time a country is progressing too much in a particular area of technology. The
second time, they send a more strongly worded red letter. The third time? They don't leave any survivors behind. Shrouded in myth: Most of the population thinks they have a make-believe variety of tinkerers. The rulers know nothing of them, except the danger they pose. Goblins The Tribes Boisterous Weakling: As a rule, they are smaller and weaker than people or orcs, but
make up for it with dexterity, tenacity, and generally over-the-top personalities. Comedic Sociopathy: Their culture keeps secrecy, ruthlessness and opportunism as core virtues, and generally does not fit into human concepts of morality. Fantastic racism: People outside Praes often believe they are damaged Dwarfs and therefore inherently Evil abominations. People are ugly: due
to their blunt teeth, strange morality, and apparently gangly appearance, people are considered unattractive by Goblins. Matriarchy: Goblin Tribes are led by Matrons. Females are given important tasks such as leadership, and raising children, while hard labor and warfare are reserved for submissive males. The migration: A not specifically long time ago, the Goblins were driven
out of their underground homeland and forced to their current, shallower homes and mines. The dwarves saw the act of not killing all goblins before they took their land to be very generous. Pyromaniac: Their alchemy-manufactured explosives make them very valuable to the Empire of Praes. They come in four main types: toxic gas, general explosives, flash grenades and
Goblinfire: a supernatural green fire that burns for seven days and will consume everything, including magic, in a kind of combination between Hellfire and Anti-Magic. Holy Language: Goblins refuse to share their language stone-tongue with outsiders. Every Goblin who speaks it where outsiders can hear is killed, and the compromised words are quickly changed to prevent
attempts at translation. The Matrons have their own, even more secret dialect that uses the same words, but draws slightly different meanings from them. The Sneaky Guy: Because of their small size, night vision, and generally cunning nature, they are the Praes' go-to troops for scouting, intimidation of enemy troops, and infiltrating enemy strongholds. We are like Mayflies:
Goblins have a shorter natural lifespan than most other species. Life in the thirties is seen as old, and some Goblins are sent to the War College at the fairly adult age of ten. Partially reversed by Matrons and their direct descendants, who are on the one or way are usually larger and live longer than the average Goblin (by means apparently only known to matrons). Marshal
Ranker takes this Up to Eleven by living in her sixties through an unknown alchemi alchemi What is this thing you call Love?: Played with. Goblin's have a different view of romance than most conscious species. Physical affection is alien to their culture, and two Goblins can be considered romantic together while breeding with others and never breeding with each other. One's teeth
are considered a prominent sign of beauty for them. Ogres Unspecified Juggernaut Schemes: Much larger than the Orcs (although presumably smaller than the Giants) at more than ten feet high, soldiers of this kind always act as Heavies. Although very difficult to put down, they are vulnerable to being overwhelmed by superior numbers, so are usually used as shock troops.
Punch-Clock Villain: Because of their small population and foreign ancestry, it is implied that they are generally not a real bet in Praes. However, they have a quota of soldiers to send to the Legions of Terror, and they do their job well. Slave Race: They were one of these for the Mizean Empire. A small number were brought to Calernia after The War of Chains, where they were
included in The Empire of Praes after the occupier's empire collapsed. Orcs the Tribes Always Chaotic Evil: Played with. They are a man-eating race that glorifies war, but also possesses human-level intelligence, often has a Noble Demon nature and is usually very friendly to comrades in arms, regardless of species. The Berserker: Some orcs are prone to entering a state of
euphoric rage into battle. Tasks Up to Eleven by people with the condition of Blood Rage, who has similar symptoms, only so uncontrolled caused by taking sufficient physical damage or a large enough emotional shock. An Orc in a Blood Rage is unable to distinguish friend from enemy, and is almost impossible to put down non-lethal. A Father to His People: The Orcs as a whole
hold the Amadeus Black Knight in very high regard for his military reforms that prevented the orc soldiers from being used as Cannon Fodder, allowed all races in War College, and led them to great victories. Fantastic racism: Usually seen as illiterate beasts by the Praesan nobility, and as outright monsters by the rest of the continent. People are ugly: Orcs see sharp and large
teeth as attractive, and are generally deterred by the relatively weak bodies of humanity and cow teeth. Hungry Menace: Long ago, The Empire of Praes learned exactly the amount of meat that should be given to Orc troops to prevent hunger, but enough for them to be bloodthirsty to ask how they were used as cannon fodder and meat-shields for the rest of the army. I'm a
humanitarian: Orcs are largely carnivorous and usually prefer their meat raw. They also instinctively see every living thing as a possible meal, including Goblins and other Orcs. Since the reforms of The Black Knight, they are only allowed to eat enemy corpses to supplement their rations. Check out My Works, Ye Mighty, and Despair!: The Orc war bands used to rape, loot, and
burn across the steppes and surrounding areas, areas, all their human neighbors live in terror and subjugation. When the Mezian Empire invaded The War of Chains, many peoples were subjugated, but no one hit harder than the Orcs. Their population was decimated, their war ties destroyed, their warrior-priest Shamans wiped out to the point that magical ability was almost
completely removed from the gene pool, and they became a slave/warrior race. Things didn't get much better under The Empire of Praes. For millennia, they didn't even develop Named because of their decimated culture. Soldier vs. Warrior: Before the military reforms of The Black Knight, Orcs were warriors wielding broad words and battle-axes. After The Black Knight's Reforms,
they immediately began adopting soldier tactics, with a corresponding dramatic increase in longevity and effectiveness. Ratlings The Chain of Hunger Always Chaotic Evil: They have no concept of morality, society or grace: only hunger. Evolution Power-Up: Ratlings grow throughout their lives through their unique biology. The bipedal Ratlings that last long enough grow into larger
four-legged friends. Ancient ones that last long enough turn into the almost mythical Horned Lords: bipedal rats that are more than sixty feet tall and capable of human speech. Horror Hunger: Their characterizing trait is always on the verge of hunger due to their unique biology. They eat literally everything, which often leads to monstrous cannibalism, and people are devoured by
the Horde. Leave no survivors: They have no idea of giving or receiving surrender. Dread Empress Triumphant famously killed more than ninety percent of their population, and they still wouldn't stop attacks. Monster Lord: The last known phase of Ratling growth is the mysterious Horned Lords. They have human-equivalent intelligence, the ability for human speech, and are more
than sixty feet tall. The scariest part about them though? They can be appointed. Poisoned weapons: They often coat their primitive, barbed wire weapons in poison. Rat Men: Exactly what it says on the tin. Ratlings are a wild, bipedal, semi-intelligent species of rodent-like hominids. Rodents of unusual size: The average Ratling is already larger than any rodent found on Earth, but
those that survive long enough evolve to old ones, which are large enough to act as siege engines. The Swarm: Constantly on the brink of hunger, these semi-intelligent creatures often wave south on a murderous search for food. As a result, they are often referred to as The Ratling Plague. Zerg Rush: Their main tactic. Given they attack due to chronic overcrowding and
comparative lack of food, the huge death toll this usually results in only helps matters. Affairs.
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